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Abstract

Finite graphs constitute an important tool in various fields of computer science.
In order to transfer the theory of finite graphs at least partially to infinite systems,
a finite representation of infinite systems is needed. Rewriting systems form a
practical model for the finite representation of infinite graphs. Among attractive
subclasses of rewriting systems is the class of ground tree rewriting systems over
ranked trees, which is known to have good algorithmic properties.

We investigate these algorithmic properties for two kinds of rewriting systems
over unranked trees.

For the first introduced rewriting formalism, we define a reduction to ranked
(binary) trees via an encoding and also to standard ground tree rewriting, and we
show that the generated classes of transition graphs coincide.

For the second introduced rewriting formalism over unranked trees using
subtree rewriting combined with flat prefix rewriting, we obtain strictly more
transition graphs, and we show that the reachability problem over such graphs
is still decidable. Here, a flat prefix rewrite rule substitutes a prefix of the word
derived from the front of a subtree of height 1.

However, as opposed to standard ground tree rewriting systems, this decid-
ability result fails for both formalisms when the transition graphs are restricted
by a deterministic top down tree automaton.
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Introduction

The theory of finite graphs is an important tool in several different fields of com-
puter science. Initially, finite graphs were employed as a pure data structure, but
were soon discovered for the behavioral description of programs or processes.
With programs translated to graphs and desired properties translated to logic for-
mulae, algorithms were developed to automatically check the satisfaction of a for-
mula over a graph, thus constituting the foundation for the theory of automatic
verification and symbolic model checking (cf. e.g. [Eme81, CE81]). This approach
was followed and enhanced by many researchers (cf. e.g. [BVW94, Eme96]).

Due to the employment of theoretically unbounded data structures in pro-
grams, such as stacks, counters, queues, etc., the present model had to be ex-
tended to cover infinite systems. In order to be able to transfer some of the estab-
lished methods for finite graphs and allow algorithmic approaches to tasks like
verification of infinite state systems, classes of infinite graphs have to be given
effectively, i.e. they need to be represented by some finite object.

Many classes of finitely representable infinite graphs have been described re-
cently (for a survey on infinite graphs cf. [Tho02]). One task in the development
of a theory of infinite graphs is to identify classes of infinite graphs where elemen-
tary problems like reachability are decidable. The reachability problem “Given a
finite representation of an infinite graph G and two vertices u, u′ of G, is there a
path from u to u′?” in automatic verification translates to checking whether a sys-
tem can reach an undesirable state or configuration. The paradigm of rewriting
systems (cf. e.g. [DJ90]) constitutes a practical model for the finite representation
of infinite graphs.

Word rewriting systems are among the most general formalisms found in
computer science and build a unifying framework to compare such heteroge-
neous concepts as runs of finite automata, transducers, pushdown automata, or
even Turing machines. On the one hand, most of the interesting properties of
rewriting systems are undecidable, while on the other hand, several interesting
results were obtained on special kinds of rewriting systems, thus one obtains de-
cidable properties of fragments of theories or of subclasses of rewriting systems.

In recent years, many classes of finitely representable infinite graphs have
been studied. For the simplest ones, it is possible to automatically verify ex-
pressive logics, while for the most complex classes, hardly anything can be deter-
mined (for instance it is not difficult to define classes of graphs that can encode
undecidable problems such as the halting problem for Turing machines via the
reachability problem).

The research on infinite graphs was started with the analysis of pushdown
graphs (cf. [MS85]). When considering a pushdown graph, not the recognized
language of the pushdown automaton is of interest, but the transition system
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2 Introduction

that is generated. This transition system forms an infinite graph whose vertices
are configuration words (control state and stack content), and the edges are in-
duced by a transition of the pushdown automaton, thus corresponding to the ap-
plication of a finite set of prefix rewrite rules for the configuration words. Based
on a fact proven by Büchi in 1964, that the set of all reachable configurations of a
pushdown automaton forms a regular language (cf. [Büc64]), Muller and Schupp
provided a proof that the monadic second order logic is decidable for the class
of pushdown graphs (cf. [MS85]). Since the monadic second order logic con-
tains temporal logic (cf. [Eme90]), the model checking for pushdown graphs and
properties expressed in temporal logic is decidable. In [EHRS00], more efficient
algorithms for solving e.g. reachability problems are given.

A variety of possibilities to define other classes of graphs emerges from taking
rewriting as the basic principle for the generation of infinite graphs. One way to
define a more general class of graphs than the class of pushdown graphs is to
generalize the rewriting relation. Caucal defined the class of prefix recognizable
graphs, which is also generated by word rewriting, but allows regular languages
instead of single words in the rewrite rules (cf. [Cau96]). The monadic second or-
der logic remains decidable; even the formalisms of interpretation and unfolding
in alternating application preserve the decidability of the monadic second order
theory, yielding the “pushdown hierarchy” (cf. [Cau02]).

A further generalization is accomplished by employing finite word transduc-
ers to define the edge relations of graphs. For synchronous transducers, this ap-
proach yields the class of automatic graphs (cf. [BG00]), while rational graphs are
derived from applying asynchronous transducers (cf. [Mor99]). The formalisms
to create these kinds of graphs are very strong (both classes contain e.g. the tran-
sition graphs of Turing machines), and thus even simple reachability problems
on these graphs are undecidable. Only the first order theory remains decidable
for automatic graphs (cf. [BG00]), while the theory of this logic is undecidable for
the class of rational graphs (cf. [Mor99]).

A common point of all of the above mentioned families of infinite graphs is
their definition as rewriting systems over words. Thus, another natural approach
for a generalization is to employ rewriting on structures other than words. In
tree (or term) rewriting formalisms, the basic objects of the rewriting systems are
ranked trees, as already considered in [Bra69]. Thereby, the internal structure
of the trees is not the main point of interest, but the different rewriting opera-
tions that can be applied on trees. Consequently, the vertices of the generated
infinite graphs are ranked trees, while the edge relation is induced by (simple)
tree operations. Considering the transitive closure of these operations, one ex-
ploits a generalization of Büchi’s theorem proven by Brainerd, that the sets of
trees generated by a regular system are exactly those accepted by (finite) tree au-
tomata (cf. [Bra69]). Tree automata and recognizable tree languages proved to
be a powerful tool in the theory of rewriting systems (cf. e.g. [GS84, DJ90, GT95,
CDG+97]). One of the main motivations of tree automata were decision prob-
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lems (cf. e.g. [Rab77, Tho90]), and the popular algebraic and algorithmic frames
of rationality and finite automata associate decision algorithms with logical spec-
ifications. Therefore, the interest lies in tree operations preserving the regularity
of sets of trees, so that the transitive closure of these operations can be represented
by tree automata.

Among attractive subclasses of rewriting systems, an interesting and practi-
cal subclass is made up by the simplest form of rewriting systems, the ground
rewriting systems (for an extensive analysis cf. [Löd03]). Ground means that no
variables occur in the rewrite rules, thus in ground tree (or term) rewriting sys-
tems, only explicitly specified subtrees can be replaced by other explicitly speci-
fied subtrees. Löding studied the structure of the transition graphs of ground tree
rewriting systems and their relation to other classes of infinite graphs, in particu-
lar to pushdown graphs (cf. [Löd02a, Löd03]). Furthermore, in [Löd02b, Löd03],
Löding investigated several variants of the reachability problem for this class of
graphs and defined a decidable logic (which is in some sense a maximal frag-
ment of the temporal logic CTL∗, cf. [Eme90]) for the class of (regular) ground
tree rewriting graphs.

The structure of ground tree rewriting graphs constitutes an interesting field
of research because ground tree rewriting systems allow the specification of grid
structures, which are automatic but not prefix recognizable. On the other hand,
there are prefix recognizable graphs that cannot be generated by ground tree
rewriting systems. The geometric properties of ground tree rewriting graphs
were investigated in [Löd02a, Col02, Löd03], and the relationship of this class
of graphs with other well known classes was determined.

As reachability problems constitute an important part of verification, the anal-
ysis in [Löd02b, Löd03] concentrated on reachability problems, which play a cen-
tral role in the specification of system properties. Apart from earlier results of
the decidability of confluence (cf. [DHLT90]), first order theory (cf. [DT90]), and
some reachability problems (cf. [CG90]), Löding showed the decidability of the
model checking problem for a temporal logic with reachability and recurrence
operators, which are needed e.g. for the formalization of fairness properties. Fur-
thermore, the analysis was widened for the case of regular ground tree rewriting
systems, which is a rewriting principle with regular sets of trees on each side of
the rewrite rules (represented by tree automata) as opposed to single trees.

For many applications, the modelling of system states, messages, or data by
ranked trees is not the most intuitive approach, since every symbol is of a fixed
arity. With this formalism the direct modelling of associative operations such as
parallel composition of processes (cf. [May00, BT03]) is not possible. As a model
for such applications, trees of unbounded arity are a natural choice. In brief,
unranked trees are finite labeled trees where nodes can have an arbitrary but
finite number of children, and no fixed rank is associated to any label. Based on
the work of Löding (cf. [Löd02a, Löd02b, Löd03]), new rewriting systems over
unranked trees are introduced and the aims of this thesis are the following.
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� Investigate a possible propagation of the idea of ground tree rewriting sys-
tems to the case of unranked trees.

� Find new classes of infinite graphs generated by rewriting systems over un-
ranked trees that have decidable properties.

The development of unranked tree automata was initiated in [BMW01], based
on early work of Pair and Quéré (cf. [PQ68]) and Takahashi (cf. [Tak75]). As semi-
structured documents in XML or HTML form unranked trees, several different
applications of unranked trees and unranked tree automata in the field of XML
research can be found (cf. e.g. [Nev02a]).

In order to investigate whether results for ground tree rewriting systems are
transferable, the direct adaption of this rewriting principle is not of interest. When
starting from a fixed initial tree and applying a finite set of rewrite rules with con-
stant trees, the resulting trees are of bounded branching and hence can be traced
to the case of ground tree rewriting over ranked trees. Another natural approach
to handle unbounded branching of unranked trees is to encode unranked trees
as binary trees. Using this formalism, it is shown that there is a class of rewrit-
ing systems over unranked trees, which will be called partial subtree rewriting
systems, that generates the same class of infinite graphs as ground tree rewriting
systems over ranked trees.

However, encodings are problematic as they alter locality and path proper-
ties. This means that this approach blurs a decisive point, namely the separation
of unboundedness which is derived from the arbitrary hierarchy levels (repre-
sented by the height of the tree) from the unboundedness of the number of data
on the same hierarchy level. In most applications in the database field, the second
aspect is the decisive point and requires a direct consideration (cf. e.g. [Nev02b]).
This lack of separation is exposed when considering deterministic top down tree
automata on both classes of rewriting systems. This kind of automaton considers
the complete successor sequence of a node before deciding on the state to assign
to each successor node. For any kind of encoding of unranked trees into ranked
ones, it fails to capture the complete successor sequence of the unranked tree in
the encoding (which is spread onto different levels in the ranked tree). This re-
sults in a different outcome of the reachability problem on the transition graph
restricted to the tree language of a deterministic top down tree automaton. For
ground tree rewriting systems over ranked trees this problem is decidable (which
is derived from results in [Col02]), while it is shown to be undecidable for partial
subtree rewriting systems.

Therefore, another class of rewriting systems over unranked trees is defined,
which will be called subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, and which com-
bines ground tree rewriting with prefix word rewriting on the flat front of a tree.
Here, a flat prefix rewrite rule can only be applied to the word derived as the
successor sequence of a node that is the root of a subtree of height 1. With this ap-
proach related to ground tree rewriting, a new class of infinite graphs is obtained,
which has a decidable reachability problem. Furthermore, analogous to regular
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ground tree rewriting systems over ranked trees, a regular variant of subtree and
flat prefix rewriting systems is considered.

Outline

Following this introduction, Chapter 1 – Preliminaries introduces the general ter-
minology and definitions used throughout this thesis. This includes standard
notations for graphs, ranked and unranked trees, hedges as introduced by Cour-
celle (cf. e.g. [Cou78, Cou89]), and substitutions. Two encoding formalisms for
the transition from unranked trees to binary ones are compared (for further al-
ternatives cf. e.g. [Nev02b, CNT04, Suc02]). The rewriting systems introduced
are ground tree rewriting systems and regular ground tree rewriting systems as
analyzed in [Löd03]. The relationship of the classes of infinite graphs generated
by these two formalisms is similar to the one of pushdown and prefix recog-
nizable graphs (cf. [Cau96]). Furthermore, the notation for transition graphs as
well as automata on words and on trees is fixed (for a survey on tree automata
cf. [CDG+97]). After a brief introduction to deterministic Turing machines, sym-
bolic model checking and reachability problems are discussed, and the chapter
concludes with some known results over (regular) ground tree rewriting systems.

In Chapter 2 – Partial Subtree Rewriting Systems, the approach of encoding
unranked trees as ranked ones yields the rewriting principle of partial subtree
rewriting systems. Partial subtree rewriting systems operate with single trees on
each side of the rewrite rules, but as opposed to ground tree rewriting systems,
these trees are not ground but allow the utilization of one variable. This variable
is restricted to a certain position in the tree, such that the specified partial tree
matches a subtree in the encoding, and the variable can be substituted by a hedge.
Section 2.1 shows how to construct a ground tree rewriting system over ranked
trees for a given partial subtree rewriting system and vice versa, such that the
generated transition graphs coincide. Based on this class equivalence, results for
partial subtree rewriting systems are discussed in Section 2.2.

Chapter 3 – Subtree and Flat Prefix Rewriting Systems introduces two other
models of rewriting systems over unranked trees, the subtree and flat prefix
rewriting systems and the regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems. Both
introduce a new kind of rewriting principle; they allow to substitute a prefix of
the word derived from the successor sequence of a node via concatenation. The
application of these rewrite rules is restricted to the flat front of a tree, i.e. all
nodes of the sequence are leaves (in other words, the subtree obtained at this
node is of height 1). Regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems addition-
ally allow regular sets of trees on each side of the rewrite rules as opposed to
single trees in subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems. Section 3.1 provides
the proof that the class of transition graphs of subtree and flat prefix rewriting
systems strictly includes the class of transition graphs of partial subtree rewrit-
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ing systems (which coincides with the class of transition graphs of ground tree
rewriting systems over ranked trees). Section 3.2 shows that reachability for the
class of transition graphs of regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems is
decidable. The proof follows the well known concept of saturation, which has to
be refined due to the different nature of the two kinds of rewrite rules.

Chapter 4 – Undecidability Results reveals a limitation of all introduced re-
writing systems. If a transition graph of any of the rewriting systems is restricted
by a deterministic top down tree automaton, the reachability problem on this
graph is undecidable. Even though the classes of transition graphs of partial
subtree rewriting systems and ground tree rewriting systems over ranked trees
coincide, this result shows that when taking the inner structure of the trees into
account, encoding unranked trees as ranked ones results in losing structural in-
formation.

Chapter 5 – Conclusion closes with a brief recapitulation and points to some
possible topics for further research.
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

In this chapter, the notations, basic definitions and terminology are formalized
that were introduced informally in the introduction. Thereby, standard expres-
sions are employed as introduced e.g. in [CDG+97].

Alphabets, Terms, and Languages

For a nonempty set S of symbols, let S∗ denote the set of all finite sequences (words)
over S, and S+ the set of all nonempty finite sequences over S. For w ∈ S∗, say
w = a1 · · · an for some n ∈ N and ai ∈ S for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let |w| := n denote the
length of w, and w(i) denote the i-th letter of w, i.e. w(i) = ai. The empty word is
denoted by ε with |ε| = 0. A language over a set S is a subset of S∗.

The concatenation of words u and v, denoted by u · v or shortly uv, is obtained
by appending v to u, i.e. uv is the word u(1) · · · u(|u|)v(1) · · · v(|v|). Moreover, the
concatenation of two languages K and L is defined by KL := {uv | u ∈ K, v ∈ L}.
For a language L, define L0 := {ε}, Li+1 := Li · L, and L∗ :=

⋃

i≥0 Li. L∗ is called
the Kleene closure of L. The set RE(S) of regular expressions is built up inductively
from 6O, ε, and all symbols s ∈ S by application of concatenation, Kleene closure,
and union.

The word u ∈ S∗ is called a prefix of w ∈ S∗, if there is a word v ∈ S∗ such that
w = u · v. A language L ⊆ S∗ is prefix closed iff for each w ∈ L, it holds that every
prefix of w is also in L.

For the set N of natural numbers, i.e. the set of positive integers, the prefix
ordering on N

∗ is denoted by �. That is, x � y for x, y ∈ N
∗ iff there is a z ∈

N
∗ such that y = xz , and x ≺ y if z ∈ N

+. For x = x(1) · · · x(m) ∈ N
∗ define

x ⊕ i := x(1) · · · x(m − 1) x(m) + i for i ∈ N.
A ranked alphabet is a nonempty finite set Σ of symbols, where each symbol a

is assigned a rank (or arity) rk(a) ∈ N. Symbols of the same rank i are collected in
the set Σi := {a ∈ Σ | rk(a) = i}, and the ranked alphabet Σ can be denoted by
listing all symbols with their ranks, or as

Σ :=
k⋃

i=0

Σi (with k = max{rk(a) | a ∈ Σ}).

Let X be a set of constants (arity 0) called variables disjoint from Σ0. The set
TΣ(X ) of terms over the ranked alphabet Σ and the set of variables X is defined
inductively by

� Σ0 ⊆ TΣ(X ),

� X ⊆ TΣ(X ) , and

7



8 Chapter 1: Preliminaries

Figure 1.1 Graph G from Example 1.1.

1

23

4

ac

c
c

b

a

� a ∈ Σi and t1, . . . , ti ∈ TΣ(X ) for some i ≥ 1, then a(t1, . . . , ti) ∈ TΣ(X ).

A term t ∈ TΣ(X ) is called linear if each variable of X occurs at most once in t. If
X = 6O, then TΣ(X ) is also written as TΣ, and t ∈ TΣ is called a ground term.

An unranked alphabet is a nonempty finite set Σ of symbols without any kind
of arity.

Graphs

A countable, directed, edge labeled graph G is of the form G = (V, E, Γ), where V is
a countable set of vertices, E ⊆ V × Γ × V is the set of edges (transitions) between
the vertices, and Γ is the edge label (transition) alphabet. If the edge labels are not of
interest or if graphs without edge labels are considered, Γ is omitted, the graph
is called unlabeled, and the edge relation is E ⊆ V × V. Throughout this thesis,
whenever a graph is mentioned, the graph is a countable, directed, edge labeled
graph if not stated otherwise.

A path is a nonempty (possibly infinite) sequence π = v0, . . . , vm of vertices of
a graph with (vi, vi+1) ∈ E for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. |π| denotes the length of π and
is defined as |π| = m. For two vertices u and u′, there is a path from u to u′ in G,
if there is a path π = v0, . . . , vm in G with v0 = u and vm = u′.

Two graphs G = (V, E, Γ) and G′ = (V ′, E′, Γ) are isomorphic iff there is a
bijection f : V → V ′ with (v1, σ, v2) ∈ E ⇔ ( f (v1), σ, f (v2)) ∈ E′ for all v1, v2 ∈

V and all σ ∈ Γ. In this thesis, graphs do not need to be distinguished up to
isomorphism, i.e. two graphs are considered identical iff they are isomorphic.

Example 1.1. The graph G = (V, E, Γ) with
V = {1, 2, 3, 4},
E = {(1, a, 2), (1, c, 3), (2, c, 2), (2, c, 4), (4, b, 1), (4, a, 2)}, and
Γ = {a, b, c}

is depicted in Figure 1.1. There are infinitely many paths from vertex 1 to vertex
4, e.g. π1 = 1, 2, 4, π2 = 1, 2, 2, 4, with |π1| = 2 and |π2| = 3. J
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Figure 1.2 Tree t from Example 1.2.

b(a, a(a, a, c), b(b, a), c)

(a) Term notation.

b

a a b c

a a c b a

(b) Graphical notation.

ε

1 2 3 4

21 22 23 31 32

(c) Domain domt of t.

Trees

A (finite) tree over Σ is a mapping t : domt → Σ with finite set domt ⊆ N
∗ (the

domain of t) such that

� domt is prefix closed (note that this implies ε ∈ domt),

� domt 6= 6O,

� for each x ∈ N
∗ and i ∈ N : if xi ∈ domt, then xj ∈ domt for all j ≤ i, and

� for ranked Σ: if x0, . . . , x i − 1 ∈ domt and xi /∈ domt, then t(x) ∈ Σi.

A tree over an unranked alphabet is called an unranked tree while a tree over a
ranked alphabet is a ranked tree. For both, the elements of domt are called the nodes

of t (to clearly separate them from vertices of a graph). The height of a tree t ∈ TΣ

is denoted by ht(t) := max{|x| | x ∈ domt}. For x, y ∈ domt, x is the predecessor

of y and y a successor of x iff y = xi for some i ∈ N. If x has no predecessor (i.e.
x = ε), then x is called the root of t. If x has no successors, i.e. xi 6∈ domt holds for
all i ∈ N, then x is called a leaf of t, and front(t) denotes the word that is derived
from the front of t by reading all leaves from left to right. If a tree t is of height
1, the word derived from the front of t is called a flat front, denoted by flatfront(t).
The n-th right sibling y of a node x is calculated by y = x ⊕ n for n ∈ N and
y ∈ domt. If the root of a finite tree t is labeled by a ∈ Σ and has k successors at
which the subtrees t1, . . . , tk are rooted, then the term a(t1, . . . , tk) is equivalent to
t. The set of all finite trees (i.e. trees with finite domain) over Σ is denoted by TΣ.

The subtree t�x of t, with node x ∈ domt as root, is obtained by taking all
nodes that have x as prefix, and removing the prefix x from all these nodes while
keeping the labels. This is formalized as follows: for x ∈ N

∗, define xdomt =

{xy ∈ N
∗ | y ∈ domt} and x−1domt = {y ∈ N

∗ | xy ∈ domt}. For x ∈ domt, the
subtree t�x of t at node x is the tree with domain domt�x = x−1domt and t�x(y) =

t(xy).
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For a set Xn = {X1, . . . , Xn} of variables, a linear term C ∈ TΣ(Xn) is called
a context. The term in TΣ obtained from C by replacing variable Xi by ti for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n, ti ∈ TΣ is denoted by C[t1, . . . , tn] = C[X1|t1, . . . , Xn|tn]. If t = C[X|t�x]

for subtree t�x at node x ∈ domt, this is written shortly as t = C[t�x].

Example 1.2. Let t be an unranked tree over Σ = {a, b, c} with domt = {ε, 1, 2, 21,

22, 23, 3, 31, 32, 4} and t(x) =







a for x = 1, 2, 21, 22, 32,

b for x = ε, 3, 31,

c for x = 23, 4.
The term and the graphical notation of t as well as the domain domt are depicted
in Figure 1.2. The height of t is ht(t) = 2. Position 3 is the predecessor of the
leaves 31 and 32 and front(t) = aaacbac. The subtree t�3 of t is the tree t�3 = b(b, a),
which has a flat front: flatfront(t�3) = ba. The second right sibling of node 21 with
t(21) = a is calculated by 21 ⊕ 2 = 23 with t(23) = c. J

Hedges

Hedges were initially introduced by Courcelle (cf. [Cou78, Cou89]) as finite or-
dered sequences of trees. Formally, a hedge h over Σ is a mapping h : domh → Σ

with domh ⊆ N
∗ and the following inductive definition

� the empty sequence ε is a hedge;

� if h is a hedge and a ∈ Σ, then a(h) is a hedge;

� if g, h are hedges, then gh is a hedge (where εh = hε = h).

The domain domh of a hedge h is defined inductively as follows

� for the empty hedge ε: domε = 6O,

� for a hedge h consisting of a single tree t: domh = {1 · x | x ∈ domt},

� if g, h are hedges, for the hedge gh:
domgh = domg ∪ {w(1)+ ‖ g‖ ·w(2) · · · w(|w|) | w ∈ domh},

where ‖ g‖ denotes the width of a hedge, which is defined inductively by

� ‖ ε‖= 0,

� ‖ a(g)‖= 1,

� ‖ gh‖=‖ g‖ + ‖h‖.

Consequently, a tree is a hedge of width 1. Note that since the domains of trees of
a hedge h = t1, . . . , tn are numbered from 1 to n, the domain of a hedge consisting
of a single tree is not equal to the domain of the tree. In order to extract the
tree ti from hedge h, the leading cipher needs to be deleted, i.e. domti

= {ε} ∪

{w(2) · · · w(|w|) | w ∈ domh ∧ w(1) = i}, and ti(x) = h(ix).
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Example 1.3. Consider the hedge h = t1, t2 =
b
\\

b a
, c of width ‖ h ‖= 2. The

domain of h is domh = {1, 11, 12, 2} with h(1) = h(11) = b, h(12) = a, and
h(2) = c. The tree t1 = b(b, a) is extracted from h by deleting the leading cipher
and one obtains domt1 = {ε, 1, 2} with t1(ε) = t1(1) = b, and t1(2) = a. J

Substitutions

To replace a subtree of a given tree by another tree or by a hedge, the notion
of substitution is introduced. A substitution is a pair of a node x ∈ N

∗ and a tree
s ∈ TΣ or a hedge s = s1 · · · sm, written as [x|s]. A substitution [x|s] can be applied
to a tree t if x ∈ domt.

For a tree s ∈ TΣ, the result t′ = t[x|s] of a substitution applied to t is the tree
t′ with domain domt′ = (domt \ xdomt�x ) ∪ xdoms and

t′(y) =

{

t(y) if y ∈ domt \ xdomt�x ,

s(z) if y = xz with z ∈ doms.

This means that the subtree t�x in t is replaced by s. For instance, in Example 1.2,
the substitution [2|c(c)] replaces the subtree t�2 = a(a, a, c) with the tree c(c),
which results in the tree t′ = t[2|c(c)] = b(a, c(c), b(b, a), c).

For a nonempty hedge s = s1 · · · sm, the result t′ = t[x|s] of a substitution
applied to t (with node x having n right siblings) is the tree t′ with domain

domt′ = (domt \

n⋃

i=0

(x ⊕ i)domt�x⊕i
)

∪ {(x ⊕ (i − 1))w | iw ∈ domsi
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, w ∈ N

∗}

∪ {(x ⊕ (i + m − 1))w | w ∈ domt�x⊕i
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, w ∈ N

∗}.

When inserting the hedge s, subtree t�x is replaced by s1, trees s2, . . . , sm are in-
serted next to s1, and the subtrees of the n right siblings of node x are shifted to
the right by m − 1 =‖ s‖ −1 positions. For the new tree t′ it holds that

t′(y) =







t(y) if y ∈ domt \
⋃n

i=0(x ⊕ i)domt�x⊕i
,

s(iw) if y = (x ⊕ (i − 1))w, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

t((x ⊕ i)w) if y = (x ⊕ (i + m − 1))w, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

This is depicted in Figure 1.3.
If m = 0, i.e. the empty hedge s = ε is inserted, t′ results by shifting the n right

siblings of node x to the left by 1, thus deleting t�x.
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Figure 1.3 Substitution t′ = t[x|s] for hedge s = (s1 · · · sm).

t�x⊕1

. . .

t�x t�x⊕n

t

x x⊕n• ••

•

t�x t�x⊕1···t�x⊕n

(a) Unranked tree t.

sm

. . .

s1 t�x⊕1

. . .

t�x⊕n

t′ = t[x|s]

x x⊕m x⊕(n + m − 1)•• • •

•

t′
�x ···t

′
�x⊕(m−1)

t′
�x⊕m ···t′

�x⊕(n+m−1)

(b) Tree t′ = t[x|s].
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Encodings for Unranked Trees

Unranked trees can be encoded into binary ones in several ways, two of which
will be introduced here.

1. The first child next sibling encoding as introduced in [Nev02b].

2. The extension operator encoding as introduced in [CNT04].

Algorithm 1.1 Algorithm to obtain FCNS-encoding t′ of t.

1: procedure FIRST CHILD NEXT SIBLING(domt, t : domt → Σ)
2: doms := domt

3: doms′ := 6O

4: s′ := 6O

5: while doms 6= 6O do

6: take next node x = x(1) · · · x(n) out of doms

. encode first child of x as first child,

next child of x as right child of its former left sibling

7: enc(x) =







ε if x = ε; i.e. n = 0

enc(x(1) · · · x(n − 1))1 if x(n) = 1; n ≥ 1

enc(x(1) · · · x(n − 1) x(n) − 1)2 if x(n) > 1; n ≥ 1
8: doms′ := doms′ ∪ {enc(x)}

9: s′(enc(x)) := t(x)

10: doms := doms \ {x}

11: end while

. fill unused leaves with # symbol

12: while ∃(x(1) · · · x(n − 1)1 ∈ doms′ ∧ x(1) · · · x(n − 1)2 6∈ doms′ ) do

13: doms′ := doms′ ∪ {x(1) · · · x(n − 1)2}
14: s′(x(1) · · · x(n − 1)2) := #
15: end while

16: while ∃(x(1) · · · x(n − 1)2 ∈ doms′ ∧ x(1) · · · x(n − 1)1 6∈ doms′ ) do

17: doms′ := doms′ ∪ {x(1) · · · x(n − 1)1}
18: s′(x(1) · · · x(n − 1)1) := #
19: end while

20: while ∃(x ∈ doms′ ∧ s′(x) 6= # ∧ @(x1, x2 ∈ doms′ )) do

21: doms′ := doms′ ∪ {x1, x2}
22: s′(x1) := #
23: s′(x2) := #
24: end while

25: return domt′ := doms′ , t′ := s′

26: end procedure
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Figure 1.4 FCNS-encoding of Example 1.4.

b

a a b c

a a c b a

(a) Unranked tree t.

b

a #

# a

a b

# a b c

# c # a # #

# # # #

(b) Ranked encoding t′.

First Child Next Sibling Encoding. For a given tree t : domt → Σ, with domt ⊆

N
∗ and an unranked alphabet Σ, the encoding t′ of t is obtained by applying

Algorithm 1.1.

In Line 7, an unranked tree is encoded into a binary one by appending the
first child of a node x as its left child in the resulting binary tree. A right child of a
node in the encoding corresponds to its former right sibling in the unranked tree.
Thus, if a node has more than one child, each right sibling is encoded as a right
child of its former right sibling. Unused positions are filled with the symbol #.

Since the encoding function (cf. Line 7 of Algorithm 1.1) is injective, the de-
coding of t′ can be obtained by setting dec(x) := enc−1(x) (with dec(x) := 6O for
t′(x) = #) as decoding function.

Example 1.4. Consider the tree t from Example 1.2. Applying Algorithm 1.1, one
obtains the tree t′ with Σ

′ = Σ
′
2 ∪ Σ

′
0, where Σ

′
2 = {a, b, c}, Σ

′
0 = {#},

domt′ = {ε, 1, 11, 12, 121, 1211, 1212, 12121, 12122, 121221, 121222, 122, 1221, 12211,
12212, 122121, 122122, 1222, 12221, 12222, 2}, and
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Figure 1.5 Application of the extension operator @ according to [CNT04].

a

t1

. . .

tn

@

t′

=

a

t1

. . .

tn t′

case n = 0 :

a @

t′

=

a

t′

t′(x) =







a for x = 1, 12, 121, 1212, 12212,

b for x = ε, 122, 1221,

c for x = 12122, 1222,

# else,

which is depicted in Figure 1.4. Note that neither the subtree structure nor the
hierarchy levels are preserved by this encoding. J

Extension Operator Encoding. Let @ : TΣ × TΣ → TΣ be the extension oper-
ator for trees. A tree t is extended by t′ by adjoining t′ as the next sibling of
the last child of t: a(t1, . . . , tn) @ t′ = a(t1, . . . , tn, t′), respectively for case n =

0 : a @ t′ = a(t′), which is depicted in Figure 1.5. Note that every unranked
tree can be generated uniquely from trees of height 0 using the extension oper-
ator: a(t1, . . . , tn) = [(· · · (

︸ ︷︷ ︸

n−1

a @ t1) @ t2) · · · @ tn], and thus, this formalism can be

used as an encoding. Note that the tree extension @ is neither associative nor
commutative, consequently, if a term is denoted without correct parentheses, it is
assumed to be left associative, i.e. the extension operator notation of a(t1, . . . , tn)

is shortly written as a @ t1 @ · · · @ tn.
Furthermore, by application of the extension operator trees can also be ex-

tended by hedges. Given a tree t = a(t1, . . . , tn) and a hedge h = s1 · · · sm, t @ h

is defined as t @ h := a(t1, . . . , tn) @ (s1 · · · sm) = a(t1, . . . , tn) @ s1 @ · · · @ sm =

a(t1, . . . , tn, s1, . . . , sm). In the context of this thesis, the extension operator @ is
transformed from taking multiple arguments in the unranked case into taking
two arguments only.

To encode unranked trees over Σ as ranked ones, let Σ@ := Σ2 ∪ Σ0 with a sin-
gle binary symbol @ , and Σ2 := {@}, Σ0 := Σ. Thus, unranked trees correspond
precisely to ranked constructions with respect to the function ctree : TΣ → TΣ@ ,
which satisfies for all unranked trees t1, t2 and symbols a ∈ Σ

ctree(t1 @ t2) = @ (ctree(t1), ctree(t2)) and ctree(a) = a.

Hierarchy levels are again altered, but contrary to the first child next sibling
encoding, the extension operator encoding preserves the subtree structure of the
original tree to some extent, i.e. every subtree in the unranked tree is mapped to
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Figure 1.6 Extension operator encoding of Example 1.5.

@

@ c

@ @

@ @ @ a

b a @ c b b

@ a

a a

a subtree in the encoding (however, for the reverse direction from encoding to
unranked tree, this claim fails). This will be useful for the first approach towards
rewriting systems over unranked trees (cf. Chapter 2 – Partial Subtree Rewriting
Systems).

Example 1.5. The notation for the tree from Figure 1.4(a), using the extension
operator, is b @ a @ (a @ a @ a @ c) @ (b @ b @ a) @ c, or
[(

(b @ a) @
((

(a @ a) @ a
)

@ c
))

@
(
(b @ b) @ a

)
]

@ c, respectively. The correspon-

ding encoded binary tree t′ ∈ TΣ@ with term notation

t′ = @
[

@
(

@
(

@ (b, a), @
(

@ ( @ (a, a), a), c
))

, @
(

@ (b, b), a
)
)

, c

]

is depicted in Figure 1.6. Note that the subtrees a(a, a, c) and b(b, a) of the un-
ranked tree are mapped to subtrees in the encoding. J

Proposition 1.6. [CNT04] ctree is a bijective mapping between the set of unranked and

the set of ranked trees.
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Figure 1.7 Transition graph GR of the ground tree rewriting system R of Exam-
ple 1.7.
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Ground Tree Rewriting and Transition Graphs

A ground tree rewriting system over ranked trees is a tuple R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin), with
ranked alphabet Σ = (Σi)i=0,...,k, transition alphabet Γ, finite set R of rules of the

form s
σ

↪→ s′ with s, s′ ∈ TΣ, and initial tree tin ∈ TΣ. The set R defines the kind of
substitutions that are compatible with R as follows.

A substitution [x|s′] is (R, σ)-applicable to a tree t ∈ TΣ if there is a rule s
σ

↪→

s′ ∈ R and a node x ∈ domt with s = t�x. It is R-applicable to t if there is a σ ∈ Γ

such that it is (R, σ)-applicable to t. The following notation is applied

� t
σ
−→
R

t′ if there is an (R, σ)-applicable substitution [x|s′] such that t[x|s′] = t′,

� t −→
R

t′ iff there is σ ∈ Γ with t
σ
−→
R

t′, and

�
∗
−→
R

for the transitive and reflexive closure of →
R

.

T(R) = {t ∈ TΣ | tin →∗
R t} denotes the tree language that is generated by R,

while R
gt denotes the set of all ground tree rewriting systems.

Rewriting systems of this kind have already been considered in [Bra69] with
focus on the generated tree language T(R) of a ground tree rewriting system R.
In [Löd03], the focus is on the graph structure induced on T(R) by the rewrit-
ing relation, which will be the focus of this thesis for rewriting systems over un-
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ranked trees. This structure is a directed edge labeled graph GR = (VR, ER, Γ),
with VR = T(R), and (t, σ, t′) ∈ ER iff t →σ

R t′. GR is called the transition graph of
the ground tree rewriting system R. Note that the set VR is defined as the set of
trees that are reachable from tin by repeated application of the rewrite rules. The
class of transition graphs of ground tree rewriting systems is denoted by GTRG.

Example 1.7. Consider the ground tree rewriting system R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin), with

� Σ = Σ2 ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ0, with Σ2 = {a}, Σ1 = {o}, Σ0 = {c, e},

� Γ = {0, 1},

� R = {c
1

↪→
o
|
c

, e
0

↪→
o
|
e
}, and

� tin =
a
\\

c e
.

The generated transition graph GR = (T(R),−→
R

) is depicted in Figure 1.7. Since

the two rewrite rules can be applied independently to the left respectively to the
right branch of each tree, R generates the two-dimensional infinite grid, whose
monadic second order theory is known to be undecidable (cf. e.g. [See72]). J

Automata on Words and on Unranked Trees

A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) on words over a set S is of the form
A = (P, S, p0, ∆, F) with nonempty finite state set P, finite input alphabet S, initial
state p0 ∈ P, transition relation ∆ ⊆ P × S × P, and set of final states F ⊆ P.

A run of A from p ∈ P via a word w = w(1) · · · w(|w|) to p′ ∈ P is a sequence
p̃0, . . . , p̃|w| of states with p̃0 = p, ( p̃i, w(i + 1), p̃i+1) ∈ ∆ for 0 ≤ i < |w|, and

p̃|w| = p′. If such a run exists, it is denoted by A : p
w
−→ p′. A accepts w iff

A : p0
w
−→ p′ for some p′ ∈ F. The language recognized by A is denoted by

L(A) = {w ∈ S∗ | A accepts w}. The class of languages recognized by NFAs
over S is exactly the class of languages that can be defined by regular expressions
over S (cf. e.g. [HMU01]), which is called the class of regular languages, denoted
by REG(S).

Example 1.8. Consider the NFA A = (P, S, p0, ∆, F) over the set S = {a, b} with
state set P = {1, 2, 3}, transition relation ∆ = {(1, a, 1), (1, a, 2), (2, b, 3), (3, b, 2)},
and final state set F = {2}.

1 2 3

a

a
b

b
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The language of A contains exactly those words over S that start with any positive
number of a’s which can be followed by an even number (possibly 0) of b’s. This
is denoted with regular expressions as follows: L(A) = a∗a(bb)∗ = a+(bb)∗. J

The theory of finite tree automata arises as a straightforward extension of the
theory of finite word automata when words are viewed as unary terms. Only a
brief introduction to finite tree automata is provided in this thesis, for extensive
analyses cf. e.g. [GS84, CDG+97] for automata on ranked trees and [CLT05] for
automata on unranked trees.

Considering a graphical notation of a tree with the root symbol at the top (cf.
e.g. Figure 1.2(b)), a nondeterministic bottom up tree automaton (N�TA) on ranked
trees starts its computation at the bottom of the tree on the leaves and moves
upward. Formally, an N�TA over a ranked alphabet Σ is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, ∆, F)

with nonempty finite state set Q, final state set F ⊆ Q, and transition relation
∆ ⊆

⋃n
k=0 Qk × Σk × Q for Σk ∈ Σ. For k = 0 the transitions Σ0 × Q are starting

pairs which assign states to the leaves of a tree. A run of A on a ranked tree t

is a function ρ : domt → Q such that for each node x ∈ domt, if t(x) ∈ Σk, then
(ρ(x1), . . . , ρ(xk), t(x), ρ(x)) ∈ ∆. If ρ(ε) = q for some run ρ of A on t, this is
denoted by t →∗

A q. Consequently, if the run of A over a subtree t�x results in
ρ(x) = q, this is denoted by t →∗

A t[x|q]. For Q′ ⊆ Q write t →∗
A Q′ if t →∗

A q

for some q ∈ Q′. A run ρ is accepting if ρ(ε) ∈ F, and a tree t is accepted by A if
there is an accepting run of A on t. The language recognized by A is denoted by
T(A) := {t ∈ TΣ | A accepts t}. Regular languages of ranked trees are those that can
be accepted by N�TAs on ranked trees.

In order to define finite automata on finite unranked trees, a simple general-
ization of tree automata over ranked alphabets can be applied. The transitions
are expanded to the form (Laq, a, q), with Laq being a regular language over the
state set of the automaton, which can be defined e.g. by an NFA.

A nondeterministic bottom up tree automaton (N�TA) on unranked trees is of the
form A = (Q, Σ, ∆, F) over an unranked alphabet Σ, with Q, F ⊆ Q as for ranked
trees and a finite set of transitions ∆ ⊆ REG(Q) × Σ × Q, where REG(Q) can be
given e.g. by an NFA over Q. A run of A on a tree t is a function ρ : domt → Q

such that for each node x ∈ domt with k successors x1, . . . , xk, there is a transition
(Lt(x)ρ(x), t(x), ρ(x)) ∈ ∆ with ρ(x1) · · · ρ(xk) ∈ Lt(x)ρ(x). The language Laq is
given for each q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ by an NFA Caq over Q with L(Caq) = Laq. Note
that two transitions (Laq, a, q) and (L′

aq, a, q) can be collapsed into (Laq ∪ L′
aq, a, q),

and if x is a leaf labelled with a, there must be a transition (Laq, a, q) ∈ ∆ with
ε ∈ Laq. The notations t →∗

A q, t →∗
A t[x|q], and t →∗

A Q′ as well as the definition
of an accepting run are analogous to the ranked case. The language recognized
by A is denoted by T(A) := {t ∈ TΣ | A accepts t}. Regular languages of unranked

trees are those that can be accepted by N�TAs on unranked trees.
For upcoming constructions of tree automata, it will be useful to allow a

change of states in the automaton without reading a letter from the unranked
input alphabet Σ. In order to realize this, the model of ε-N�TAs is introduced.
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Figure 1.8 A run of the N�TA A on t of Example 1.9.
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(a) Ranked tree t.
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q1 q0 q0
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q1 q1

(b) Accepting run of A on t.

An ε-N�TA on unranked trees is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, ∆, F) with Q, Σ, F as
for N�TAs, and where ∆ ⊆ (REG(Q) × Σ × Q) ∪ (Q × Q) is the finite transition
relation. The only difference to N�TAs is that transitions of the form (q, q′) for
q, q′ ∈ Q are allowed. Transitions of this kind are called ε-transitions. Note that
analogous to the ranked case, adding ε-transitions does not change the expres-
siveness of the N�TA; they can always be eliminated via a standard construction
(for each ε-transition (q, q′) ∈ ∆ the transitions (Laq′ , a, q′) with (Laq, a, q) ∈ ∆ are
added), but they are useful in some constructions and simplify some proofs.

Note that by reversing the transitions of N�TAs (for ranked and unranked
trees alike), and regarding the final states as initial states, one obtains a tree au-
tomaton that proceeds in a dual way to the corresponding N�TA. The tree au-
tomaton starts its computation at the root of the tree and works its way down-
wards, and is thus called a nondeterministic top down tree automaton (N�TA). Both
N�TAs and N�TAs recognize the same class of tree languages.

Example 1.9. Consider the N�TA A = (Q, Σr, ∆, F) over the ranked alphabet
Σr = Σ0 ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ2 with Σ0 = {0, 1}, Σ1 = {¬}, and Σ2 = {∧,∨} and state set
Q = {q0, q1}, final state set F = {q1}, and transition relation
∆ = {(0, q0), (q0,¬, q1), (q0, q0,∧, q0), (q0, q1,∧, q0), (q1, q0,∧, q0), (q1, q1,∧, q1),

(1, q1), (q1,¬, q0), (q0, q0,∨, q0), (q0, q1,∨, q1), (q1, q0,∨, q1), (q1, q1,∨, q1) }.
The trees over Σr correspond to Boolean expressions, and N�TA A accepts the
set of trees representing Boolean expressions that evaluate to true. A tree t ∈ TΣr

corresponding to the Boolean expression (((1 ∧ 1) ∧ 1) ∨ (0 ∧ 1)) ∧ ¬(0 ∨ 0) = 1
and the accepting run of A on t are depicted in Figure 1.8.

Consider the N�TA B = (Q, Σ, ∆
′, F) over the unranked alphabet Σ = {0, 1,¬,

∧,∨}, and Q, F as for A with transition relation
∆
′ = {(L0q0 , 0, q0), (L¬q0 ,¬, q0), (L∧q0 ,∧, q0), (L∨q0 ,∨, q0),

(L1q1 , 1, q1), (L¬q1 ,¬, q1), (L∧q1 ,∧, q1), (L∨q1 ,∨, q1) },
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and L0q0 = L1q1 = {ε}, L¬q0 = {q1}, L¬q1 = {q0}, L∧q0 = q∗1q0(q0 + q1)
∗, L∧q1 =

q+
1 , L∨q0 = q+

0 , L∨q1 = q∗0q1(q0 + q1)
∗. Exemplary, the NFAs for L0q0 , L¬q0 , and

L∧q0 are given:

� NFA C0q0 with
L(C0q0) = L0q0 = {ε};

p

� NFA C¬q0 with
L(C¬q0) = L¬q0 = {q1};

p0 p1
q1

� NFA C∧q0 with
L(C∧q0) = L∧q0 = q∗1q0(q0 + q1)

∗. p0 p1

q1

q0

q0, q1

It is not difficult to see that the only NFAs applicable at the leaves are C0q0 and
C1q1 since these are the only NFAs that accept the empty word. Thus, only leaves
labeled with 0 or 1 can start a run of B. Since C¬q0 and C¬q1 only accept the
words q1 respectively q0, a node with label ¬ can only have one successor. It is
not difficult to see that N�TA B also accepts Boolean expressions that evaluate to
true, but allows the overloading of the operators ∧ and ∨. J

The deterministic version of an N�TA on unranked trees, a deterministic bot-

tom up tree automaton (D�TA), has an additional semantic restriction to guarantee
determinism: For each a ∈ Σ and all q, q′ ∈ Q it holds that if there are transitions
(L, a, q) and (L′, a, q′), then L ∩ L′ = 6O. Each N�TA can be transformed into an
equivalent D�TA by the standard subset construction (cf. e.g. [BMW01]). As an
alternative to the semantic restriction, one can also define a transition function
that syntactically enforces determinism (cf. e.g. [CLT05]).

For a deterministic top down tree automaton (D�TA) on unranked trees, the con-
cept from ranked trees is adapted with the result that, depending on its current
state, the current label, and number of successors of the current node, the au-
tomaton will assign states to the successors of the current node deterministically,
i.e. for each tuple of current state, current label, and number of successors there is
exactly one sequence of states that can be assigned to the successors. Analogous
to the ranked case, D�TAs are less expressive than N�TAs (N�TAs, D�TAs), since
intuitively, tree properties specified by deterministic top down tree automata can
depend on path properties only.

In this thesis a variant of D�TAs is studied, which is slightly more expressive
than the standard definition. These automata can also take the labels of the suc-
cessors of the current node into account before deciding which states to assign
to the successors. Thus, for each tuple of current state, current label, and label
sequence of successors of the current node, there is exactly one sequence of states
that can be assigned to the successors. Note that whenever a D�TA is mentioned
without further description, this model is meant. One way to formalize this prop-
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erty is to use the paradigm of bimachines. Since the intuition is sufficient for the
purposes of this thesis, the formal notation is omitted. A more comprehensive
introduction to tree automata on unranked trees and the formal notations can be
found in e.g. [CLT05].

Deterministic Turing Machines

An extensive introduction to Turing machines is given e.g. in [HMU01]. Here,
only a brief introduction to Turing machines will be provided. A deterministic

Turing machine (DTM) is a tuple M = (Q, Σ, Γ, qin, qh, δ) consisting of

� a finite set Q of states,

� a finite input alphabet Σ,

� a finite tape alphabet Γ with Σ ⊆ Γ and Γ ∩ Q = 6O, containing a symbol,
with 6∈ Σ,

� an initial state qin ∈ Q,

� a unique halting state qh, and

� a transition function δ ⊆ (Q \ {qh}) × Γ → Q × Γ × {L, R}.

In the context of this thesis, the working tape of the deterministic Turing machine
is assumed to be infinite to the left side only. Note that a semi-infinite tape suf-
fices to ensure the complete expressiveness of a deterministic Turing machine (cf.
e.g. [HMU01]). The transition function is specified completely.

A configuration κ of M is a word κ = a1 · · · anqb1 · · · bm with ai, bj ∈ Γ for
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and q ∈ Q. A configuration κ can be reduced to
its minimal relevant part by deleting all symbols on the left and right ends of
κ, resulting in red(κ) = ak · · · anqb1 · · · b` with ak 6= 6= b`. Two configurations
κ, κ′ are equivalent iff red(κ) = red(κ′). In the following, equivalent configura-
tions are identified. The symbol to the right of the current state is said to be in
the working cell of the Turing machine tape. If there is no symbol of Σ left in the
working cell, a symbol is added. Adding symbols to the left or right side of
the tape inscription always results in an equivalent configuration, so if there are
no symbols to either side of the working cell, it is assumed that a symbol is ap-
pended to the appropriate side of the tape inscription. The successor configuration

of κ = a1 · · · anqb1 · · · bm is

� κ′ = a1 · · · an−1q′ancb2 · · · bm for the left transition δ(q, b1) = (q′, c, L), and

� κ′ = a1 · · · ancq′b2 · · · bm for the right transition δ(q, b1) = (q′, c, R).

If κ′ is the successor configuration of κ, this is denoted by κ ` κ′. `∗ denotes the
transitive and reflexive closure of `.
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Symbolic Model Checking and Reachability Problems

In general, symbolic model checking is the task to decide whether a given struc-
ture fulfills a given property (cf. [Eme96]). Formally, the model checking problem
can be stated as follows: given a desired property, expressed as a temporal logic
formula ϕ (often given in CTL, LTL, or CTL∗, cf. [Eme90]), and a structure M from
a class of specified structures with initial state s, decide if M, s |= ϕ, i.e. “M with
starting vertex s is a model of ϕ”.

In the theory of algorithmic verification, the classical framework for model-
ing systems is given by finite transition systems. This classical idea was then
extended to cover infinite systems to allow algorithmic approaches to tasks like
verification of infinite state systems. These systems have to be given effectively,
i.e. by some finite object. The formalism of tree (term) rewriting systems rep-
resenting the corresponding transition graphs meets this requirement. In this
framework most of the system analysis problems of model checking reduce to
(various kinds of) reachability problems on these models. For the specification of
infinite sets of trees, the regular sets and thus finite tree automata are employed.

The basic reachability problems (denoted with the corresponding CTL∗ for-
mulae) include:

One step reachability (ϕ = EX): Given a rewriting system R, a vertex
t, and a regular set T of vertices of GR, is there a direct successor of t that
is in T?

Reachability (ϕ = EF): Given a rewriting system R, a vertex t, and a
regular set T of vertices of GR, is there a path from t to a vertex t′ ∈ T?

Constrained reachability (ϕ = EU): Given a rewriting system R, a ver-
tex t, and regular sets T1, T2 of vertices of GR, is there a path starting in t

that only visits vertices of T1 until it eventually reaches a vertex t′ ∈ T2?

Recurrence (ϕ = EGF): Given a rewriting system R, a vertex t, and a
regular set T of vertices of GR, is there a path starting in t that infinitely
often visits T?

All of the above mentioned problems can also be considered in their universal
version, requiring the respective property for all paths starting in t.

Universal one step reachability (ϕ = AX): Given a rewriting system R,
a vertex t, and a regular set T of vertices of GR, are all direct successors
of t in T?

Universal reachability (ϕ = AF): Given a rewriting system R, a vertex
t, and a regular set T of vertices of GR, do all paths starting in t eventually
reach vertices of T?
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Figure 1.9 Decidability results for ground tree rewriting systems (cf. [Löd03]).

one step reachability (EX) decidable
reachability (EF) decidable
constrained reachability (EU) undecidable
recurrence (EGF) decidable
universal one step reachability (AX) decidable
universal reachability (AF) undecidable
universal constrained reachability (AU) undecidable
universal recurrence (AGF) undecidable

Universal constrained reachability (ϕ = AU): Given a rewriting sys-
tem R, a vertex t, and regular sets T1, T2 of vertices of GR, do all paths
starting in t visit only vertices of T1 until it eventually reaches vertices of
T2?

Universal recurrence (ϕ = AGF): Given a rewriting system R, a vertex
t, and a regular set T of vertices of GR, do all paths starting in t infinitely
often visit T?

These problems have been investigated intensively in the past for various
kinds of rewriting systems. The well studied ground tree rewriting systems over
ranked trees (cf. e.g. [Bra69, CDGV94, DT90, Löd02b, CDG+97]; for an extensive
survey on ground tree rewriting systems confer [Löd03]) build the foundation of
this research over unranked trees.

Table 1.9 gives an overview of proven results for ground tree rewriting sys-
tems (cf. [Löd03]) for the basic reachability problems introduced above.

Note that all sets of trees are defined to be regular sets of trees, i.e. they are rec-
ognizable by N�TAs, D�TAs, or N�TAs. Deterministic top down tree automata are
strictly less expressive, and if the set T1 of the constrained reachability problem
is given by a D�TA, the problem is again decidable. This result follows from the
research in [Col02], and will be briefly explained in the following. To not confuse
this problem with the “classical” constrained reachability, it will be denoted as
the reachability problem over GR|T(A) = (T(A),→R), the restriction of the tran-
sition graph GR of a ground tree rewriting system R to the tree language T(A)

for a D�TA A.
The reachability problem over GR|T(A) = (T(A),→R) for a ground tree re-

writing system R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin) and a D�TA A = (Q, Σ, q0, δ) can be reduced
to the reachability problem EF over a ground tree rewriting system R′ = (Σ ×

Q, Γ, R′, t′in). The main idea is to construct R′ such that the transition function δ

of A is already simulated by the rewrite rules. Thus, R′ operates on trees whose
node labels are pairs over Σ × Q, starting with the initial state at the root of the
initial tree: t′in(ε) = (tin(ε), q0). Since A is deterministic, the node labels of the
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initial tree can be determined uniquely, and conform to the transition function
δ: for a node x with m successors, and t′in(x) = (tin(x), q), the Q components of
the node labels of the successors are derived from δm(tin(x), q) = (q1, . . . , qm),
resulting in t′in(x1) = (tin(x1), q1), . . . , t′in(xm) = (tin(xm), qm). Additionally, the
trees over Σ × Q are defined such that only A-accepting pairs are valid at the

front. For a rewrite rule s1
σ

↪→ s2 ∈ R, the substitution for t�x = s1 is initialized
with t′(x, q) := (s2(ε), q), and proceeds analogously to the technique described
above. Again, since A is deterministic, the rules can be supplemented uniquely
for the respective state q at the subtree where they are applied.

Hence, the vertex set of R′ consists of trees of T(A) only, and R′ is a ground
tree rewriting system over Σ × Q. Consequently, the reachability problem over
GR|T(A) for ground tree rewriting system R and D�TA A is reduced to the reach-
ability problem EF over the ground tree rewriting system R′, and thus, the reach-
ability problem over GR|T(A) is decidable.
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Chapter 2

Partial Subtree Rewriting Systems

As mentioned in the introduction, ground tree rewriting systems have a decid-
able first order logic with a reachability predicate. The interest of this chapter is
to transfer this practical aspect to rewriting systems over unranked trees. In Sec-
tion 2.1 partial subtree rewriting systems are defined, and it is shown that these
generate the same class of transition graphs as ground tree rewriting systems. In
Section 2.2 results for ground tree rewriting systems are tested for transferability.

2.1 Decidability Result

via Ground Tree Rewriting over Encodings

A natural approach to transfer results for ground tree rewriting systems to un-
ranked trees is to encode unranked trees as ranked ones. Unranked trees that
result from applying finitely many subtree rewrite rules with constant trees, start-
ing from a fixed initial tree, would be of bounded branching, hence this could be
traced back to the case of ground tree rewriting over ranked trees. Thus, the direct
transfer of the ground tree rewriting principle is not of interest and new rewriting
techniques need to be defined.

In Chapter 1 – Preliminaries, two encodings were introduced: the first child
next sibling encoding as well as the extension operator encoding. The rewriting
relation of ground tree rewriting systems consists of subtree substitutions, i.e. ev-
ery tree of the vertex set of a transition graph of a ground tree rewriting system
is derived by repeated subtree substitution from the initial tree. Since the first
child next sibling encoding does not preserve the subtree structure of unranked
trees, it is not suitable for this purpose. The extension operator encoding how-
ever preserves the subtree structure to some extent: subtrees in unranked trees are
mapped to subtrees in the encoding. In the encoded tree however not all subtrees
are mapped to subtrees in the unranked tree, but rather to “partial” subtrees in-
cluding the root of the subtree. The remaining parts of the subtrees are hedges on
the right side, which are not altered when applying ground tree rewrite rules to
the extension operator encoding of unranked trees (cf. Figure 2.1(b), the remain-
ing hedge is b(b, a), c). With some technical effort however, this requirement can
be met, and for every rewriting system of this kind over unranked trees one can
construct a ground tree rewriting system that generates an isomorphic transition
graph.

It will then be shown that conversely for every ground tree rewriting system,
one can construct a rewriting system of the type mentioned above over unranked

27
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of the partial subtree corresponding to a proper subtree in
the extension operator encoding.

@

@ c

@ @

@ @ @ a

b a @ c b b

@ a

a a

(a) Ranked extension operator encoding t′.

b

a a b c

a a c b a

(b) Unranked tree t.

trees that generates an isomorphic transition graph, and thus, the rewriting sys-
tems generate the same class of infinite graphs.

First the set TΣ, ξ over an unranked alphabet Σ and a variable ξ is defined,
which corresponds exactly to the above mentioned partial subtree of the un-
ranked tree which is to be substituted according to the rewriting relation. The
trees of TΣ, ξ contain a variable ξ, which may only occur at level 1 as a leaf and as
the rightmost child of the root. If ξ is substituted by the unchanged hedge, the
subtree substitution of ground tree rewriting systems over the extension operator
encodings is realized.

Definition 2.1. The set TΣ, ξ is the set of all unranked trees over Σ with one oc-
currence of the variable ξ as leaf and rightmost child of the root:

TΣ, ξ :=
{

t ∈ TΣ({ξ}) | ∃y ∈ domt

[
t(y) = ξ ∧ ¬∃z(y 6= z ∧ t(z) = ξ)

∧ ¬∃z(y ≺ z) ∧ ¬∃z(z = y + 1) ∧ |y| = 1
]}

.

Since usually the variable ξ is to be substituted for t ∈ TΣ, ξ , denote t[ξ|s] shortly
as t[s] for hedge s over Σ, respectively for tree s ∈ TΣ. Note that any tree t ∈ TΣ, ξ

can be written as t = t̄ @ ξ with t̄ ∈ TΣ.
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Figure 2.2 Rewrite rules of R ∈ R
ps of Definition 2.2.

r

r̄

σ
↪→ r′

r̄′
ξ ξ

• •

(a) Rule r
σ

↪→ r′ ∈ R with r, r′ ∈ TΣ, ξ .

σ
−→
R

t t′

r̄ r̄′

• •x x

··· ···

h h

(b) Application of rewrite rule r
σ

↪→ r′ ∈ R.

Definition 2.2. A partial subtree rewriting system over unranked trees in TΣ is of
the form R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin), with an unranked alphabet Σ, a transition alphabet Γ,
a finite set of rules R, and an initial tree tin. R consists of subtree rewrite rules over
trees of TΣ, ξ as defined above of the form: r

σ
↪→ r′ with r, r′ ∈ TΣ, ξ as depicted in

Figure 2.2(a).
t′ is derived from t (t →∗

R t′), if there are a node x ∈ domt, a hedge h over Σ,

and a rule r
σ

↪→ r′ ∈ R, such that r[h] = t�x, and there is a substitution [x|r′[h]]

such that t[x|r′[h]] = t′ (cf. Figure 2.2(b)).
The set of all partial subtree rewriting systems is denoted by R

ps, and the class
of transition graphs of partial subtree rewriting systems is denoted by PSRG.

With these definitions it will be shown that partial subtree rewriting systems
over unranked trees and ground tree rewriting systems over ranked trees gener-
ate equal transition graphs up to isomorphism.

Theorem 2.3. Partial subtree rewriting systems generate the same class of transition

graphs as ground tree rewriting systems.

PROOF. First, it will be shown that for every partial subtree rewriting system
R over unranked trees, one can construct a ground tree rewriting system S that
generates an isomorphic transition graph.

For R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin) construct S = (Σ@, Γ, S, t′in) with ranked alphabet Σ@ =

Σ2 ∪ Σ0 and Σ2 = {@}, Σ0 = Σ. The initial tree t′in of S is the extension operator
encoding of tin of R, i.e. t′in := ctree(tin). For the set S of rules, define for every rule

r̄ @ ξ
σ

↪→ r̄′ @ ξ ∈ R a rule s
σ

↪→ s′ ∈ S with s = ctree(r̄) and s′ = ctree(r̄′).
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With the vertex sets of transition graphs GR and GS consisting only of trees
that are reachable from the respective initial tree, it suffices to show for the cor-
rectness of this construction that

1. for every t, t′ ∈ TΣ it holds that t
σ
−→
R

t′ ⇒ ctree(t)
σ
−→
S

ctree(t′), and

2. for every τ, τ′ ∈ TΣ@ it holds that τ
σ
−→
S

τ′ ⇒ c−1
tree(τ)

σ
−→
R

ctree(τ′),

i.e. (t, σ, t′) ∈ R iff (ctree(t), σ, ctree(t′)) ∈ S.

1. t
σ
−→
R

t′ ⇒ ctree(t)
σ
−→
S

ctree(t′)

Since the extension operator encoding of the unranked tree t maps subtrees
of t to subtrees in ctree(t), the context C of t�x remains unchanged, that is
ctree(t) = ctree(C[t�x]) = ctree(C)[ctree(t�x)], and similarly ctree(t′) = ctree(C[t′�x])

= ctree(C)[ctree(t′�x)].

t = C[t�x] t′ = C[t′�x] unranked

ctree(C[t�x])

= ctree(C)[ctree(t�x)]

ctree(C[t′�x])

= ctree(C)[ctree(t′�x)]
ranked

σ

R

ctree ctree

σ

S

Thus, it suffices to show that ctree(t�x)
σ
−→
S

ctree(t′�x).

With t →σ
R t′ there exist a rule r

σ
↪→ r′ ∈ R with r, r′ ∈ TΣ, ξ , a hedge h =

s1 @ · · · @ sm over Σ, and a substitution [x|r′[h]] for some x ∈ domt, such that

t�x = r[h] and t′�x = r′[h]. According to the construction, there is a rule s
σ

↪→

s′ ∈ S with s = ctree(r̄) and s′ = ctree(r̄′). Hence,
ctree(t�x) = ctree(r[h]) = ctree(r̄ @ h)

= ctree(r̄ @ s1 @ · · · @ sm)

= ctree(r̄) @ ctree(s1 @ · · · @ sm)

= s @ ctree(s1 @ · · · @ sm)
σ
−→
S

s′ @ ctree(s1 @ · · · sm)

= ctree(r̄′) @ ctree(s1 @ · · · @ sm)

= ctree(r̄′ @ s1 @ · · · @ sm)

= ctree(r̄′ @ h) = ctree(r′[h]) = ctree(t′�x).

2. τ
σ
−→
S

τ′ ⇒ c−1
tree(τ)

σ
−→
R

c−1
tree(τ′)

With τ →σ
S τ′ there exist a rule s

σ
↪→ s′ ∈ S and some y ∈ domτ with τ�y = s

and τ′
�y = s′. According to the construction, there is a corresponding rule

r
σ

↪→ r′ ∈ R with r = r̄ @ ξ, r′ = r̄′ @ ξ, and a suitable hedge h with r[h] = r̄ @ h

and r′[h] = r̄′ @ h, where s = ctree(r̄) and s′ = ctree(r̄′). Two cases are to be
distinguished.
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Figure 2.3 Illustration of the location of τ�z = τ�y @ h and of c−1
tree(τ�z).
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@
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(a) Ranked encoding τ.

•

· · ·

c−1
tree(h)c−1

tree(τ�y)

c−1
tree(τ�z)

(b) Unranked tree t = c−1
tree(τ).

Case (a). y = ε or y = y1 · · · y` with yi ∈ {1, 2} for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1, ` ∈ N

and y` = 2; i.e. y is a right child of an @ node. According to the defi-
nition, the right argument of the extension operator corresponds to a sub-
tree, which is appended as the rightmost child of the root of the tree, i.e.
τ�y is mapped to an entire subtree in the unranked tree. In this case, hedge
h is unified with the empty hedge, and it holds that r[h] = r̄ @ h = r̄ and
r′[h] = r̄′ @ h = r̄′. Since the context C of τ�y again remains unchanged, and
since c−1

tree(τ) = c−1
tree(C[τ�y]) = c−1

tree(C)[c−1
tree(τ�y)] and c−1

tree(τ′) = c−1
tree(C[τ′

�y]) =

c−1
tree(C)[c−1

tree(τ′
�y)], it suffices to show that c−1

tree(τ�y)
σ
−→
R

c−1
tree(τ′

�y).

c−1
tree(τ�y) = c−1

tree(s) = c−1
tree(ctree(r̄)) = r̄ = r[h]

σ
−→
R

r′[h] = r̄′ = c−1
tree(ctree(r̄′)) = c−1

tree(s′)

= c−1
tree(τ′

�y)

Case (b). y = y1 · · · y` with y` = 1. According to the definition of ctree(t), a
left child of an @ node always contains the root of a subtree of the correspond-
ing unranked tree t. Hence, in order to get a node in τ that corresponds to an
entire subtree in c−1

tree(τ), one needs to find a right child z of an @ node, with
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z � y. Thus, take node

z =

{

ε for yi = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `,

y1 · · · yk else, with k = max{i | yi = 2}.

Assign the hedge h = s0 · · · s`−k−1 as the decoding of all subtrees of τ whose
roots are right children between z and y, i.e. si := c−1

tree(τ�zi
) with zi = z1i2 for

0 ≤ i ≤ ` − k − 1 (where 1i denotes 1 · · · 1 with |1 · · · 1| = i, cf. Figure 2.3),
and τ�z =

(
· · · ((τ�y @ τ�z`−k−1) @ τ�z`−k−2) · · ·

)
@ τ�z0 . Thus, the context C of τ�z

again remains unchanged, so c−1
tree(τ) = c−1

tree(C[τ�z]) = c−1
tree(C)[c−1

tree(τ�z)] and
c−1

tree(τ′) = c−1
tree(C[τ′

�z]) = c−1
tree(C)[c−1

tree(τ′
�z)] hold, and one obtains:

c−1
tree(τ�z) = c−1

tree(τ�y @ τ�z`−k−1 @ · · · @ τ�z0)

= c−1
tree(τ�y) @ c−1

tree(τ�z`−k−1) @ · · · @ c−1
tree(τ�z0)

= c−1
tree(ctree(r̄)) @ s`−k−1 @ · · · @ s0

= r̄ @ s`−k−1 @ · · · @ s0

= r[h]
σ
−→
R

r′[h]

= r̄′ @ s`−k−1 @ · · · @ s0

= c−1
tree(ctree(r̄′)) @ s`−k−1 @ · · · @ s0

= c−1
tree(τ′

�y) @ c−1
tree(τ�z`−k−1) @ · · · @ c−1

tree(τ�z0)

= c−1
tree(τ′

�y @ τ�z`−k−1 @ · · · @ τ�z0) = c−1
tree(τ′

�z).

It remains to be shown that for a ground tree rewriting system S , one can
construct a partial subtree rewriting system R that generates an isomorphic tran-
sition graph. Since ranked trees can be viewed as unranked trees, and since each
symbol has a unique rank, the construction of R is straightforward.

Let S = (Σr, Γ, S, tin) be a ground tree rewriting system over a ranked alphabet
Σr. Construct a partial subtree rewriting system R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin) with Σ = Σr

(the ranks of the symbols are simply omitted), and the same initial tree tin. For

each rule s
σ

↪→ s′ ∈ S, define r
σ

↪→ r′ ∈ R with r, r′ ∈ TΣ, ξ such that r̄ = s and
r̄′ = s′.

Since each symbol in Σr has a unique rank, the transferred rewrite rules of the
partial subtree rewriting system R cannot alter the unranked trees in any other
way than the ground tree rewriting system S , thereby preserving the ranks. Thus,
in each rewriting step the variable ξ can only be substituted by the empty hedge.
With the same initial tree for both rewriting systems, it is not difficult to see that
the transition graph GR of R is isomorphic to the transition graph GS of S . �

With this equivalence between the classes of transition graphs, several results
for ground tree rewriting systems can be transferred to partial subtree rewriting
systems. However, since an encoding of unranked trees as ranked ones does lose
some structural information, it will be shown that there are still concepts which
cannot be transferred.
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2.2 Properties of Partial Subtree Rewriting Systems

In the previous section it was shown that the classes of transition graphs of par-
tial subtree rewriting systems over unranked trees and of ground tree rewriting
systems over ranked trees coincide. This means that by disregarding the inner
structure of the vertices (unranked vs. ranked trees), the transition graphs are
of identical structure. Hence, known properties of ground tree rewriting graphs
can be transferred to partial subtree rewriting graphs with the restriction that
the inner structure of the trees is not taken into account. This includes the basic
reachability problems which were introduced in Chapter 1 – Preliminaries, with
an overview of the decidability results of [Löd03] in Table 1.9.

Furthermore, the regularity of sets of trees under pre∗ and post∗ is preserved;
an algorithm from [Löd02b], based on earlier results (cf. [CDGV94] for term re-
writing systems and [EHRS00] for pushdown systems), calculating the set of trees
from which one can reach the specified set T of trees, can be transferred directly.
To obtain the set post∗ of T, the same algorithm can be applied for the reversed
rewriting system, i.e. the left and right hand sides of the rules are swapped.

In addition, the first order theory over ground tree rewriting systems is decid-
able (cf. [DT90]), which is again transferable to partial subtree rewriting systems.
The first order theory is composed of Boolean combinations of local properties
(cf. [Gai82]), but does not have any formalism to express temporal properties.
Therefore it is considered together with a reachability predicate (i.e. the rewriting
relation →∗

R) in order to further categorize classes of infinite graphs with respect
to their decidable properties. Thus, decidable problems for partial subtree rewrit-
ing systems include:

� preservation of the regularity of sets of trees under pre∗ and post∗

(cf. [Löd02b, Löd03, CDGV94, EHRS00]),

� first order theory (cf. [DT90, CDG+97]),

� one step reachability (EX) (cf. [Löd03, CDG+97] for ground tree rewriting
systems),

� reachability (EF) (cf. [Bra69, Löd03, CDG+97]),

� universal one step reachability (AX) (cf. [Löd03]).

The undecidability results for ground tree rewriting systems, which do not
rely on the structure of the trees, can also be transferred. From [Löd03], one ob-
tains the following undecidable reachability problems for partial subtree rewrit-
ing systems:

� constrained reachability (EU),

� universal reachability (AF),

� universal constrained reachability (AU),
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� universal recurrence (AGF).

However, as opposed to ground tree rewriting systems, certain concepts are
not transferable. From [Col02] it follows that when restricting the transition
graphs of ground tree rewriting systems to the tree language T(A) of a determin-

istic top down tree automaton A, a formalism which is not strong enough to capture
the full class of regular tree languages, the reachability problem remains decid-
able (in contrast to the undecidability of constrained reachability for a regular set
of trees, cf. Chapter 1 – Preliminaries).

For the undecidability proof for partial subtree rewriting systems, refer to
Chapter 4 – Undecidability Results.



Chapter 3

Subtree and Flat Prefix Rewriting Systems

In the previous chapter the impact of ground tree rewriting systems over an
encoding of unranked trees was studied and transferred to the corresponding
rewriting formalism over unranked trees, the partial subtree rewriting systems,
resulting in the same class of transition graphs.

In order to obtain a new class of transition graphs, the approach of subtree and
flat prefix rewriting systems does not employ any kind of encoding, but rather op-
erates directly over unranked trees. However, since the aim is to transfer results
for ground tree rewriting systems, this new formalism is reminiscent of ground
tree rewriting as it also employs subtree rewrite rules. Subtree rewriting by it-
self does not suffice though, since the resulting trees, starting from a fixed initial
tree with application of finitely many rewrite rules with constant trees, have a
bounded branching factor and thus could be traced back to ground tree rewriting
over ranked trees. Therefore, prefix rewrite rules are introduced to enable an un-
bounded number of successors. The application of these rules is restricted to the
flat front of a tree, i.e. the object to be rewritten can be conceived as a word over
the unranked alphabet. With this restriction it is ensured that the nodes that are
replaced do not have any successors, and thus, there are no issues arising about
successor placement in the new tree.

Analogous to regular ground tree rewriting systems, regular subtree and flat
prefix rewriting systems are introduced that incorporate regular sets of trees re-
spectively words in the rewrite rules. After defining the rewriting systems for-
mally, a transition graph of a subtree and flat prefix rewriting system which is
not in the class GTRG of transition graphs of ground tree rewriting systems is
introduced in Section 3.1. Thus subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems define
a new class of infinite graphs. In Section 3.2 it is shown that the reachability
problem for regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems is decidable, but as
mentioned in Chapter 1 – Preliminaries, an undecidability result for subtree and
flat prefix rewriting systems is also given in Chapter 4 – Undecidability Results.

Definition 3.1. A subtree and flat prefix rewriting system over unranked trees in
TΣ is of the form R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin), with a finite unranked alphabet Σ, a finite
transition alphabet Γ, an initial tree tin, and a finite set R of rules of two types:

1. subtree substitution (cf. Figure 3.1(a))

with rules of the form rj : sj
σ

↪→ s′j for j ∈ J, sj, s′j ∈ TΣ, σ ∈ Γ, and

2. flat prefix substitution at the flat front of the tree (cf. Figure 3.1(b))

with rules of the form ri : ui
σ

↪→ u′
i for i ∈ I, ui, u′

i ∈ Σ
+, σ ∈ Γ,

35
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Figure 3.1 Rewriting rules of R ∈ R
sfp of Definition 3.1.

t

x
sj

σ
−→

t′

x

s′j

(a) Subtree substitution.

t

x

ui v

σ
−→

t′

x

u′
i

v

(b) Flat prefix substitution.

where the set I ⊆ {1, . . . , |R|} denotes the indices for flat prefix rewrite rules, and
set J ⊆ {1, . . . , |R|} denotes the indices for subtree rewrite rules, with I ∩ J = 6O

and I ∪ J = {1, . . . , |R|}. The set of all subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems
is denoted by R

sfp, and the class of transition graphs of subtree and flat prefix
rewriting systems is denoted by SFPRG.

t′ is derived from t (t →σ
R t′) by applying a subtree rewrite rule rj : sj

σ
↪→ s′j,

if there are a node x ∈ domt with t�x = sj and a substitution [x|s′j] such that
t[x|s′j] = t′ (cf. Figure 3.1(a)).

t′ is derived from t, by applying a flat prefix rewrite rule ri : ui
σ

↪→ u′
i, if there

are a node x ∈ domt with ht(t�x) = 1 and flatfront(t�x) = uiv, a tree s ∈ TΣ with
ht(s) = 1 and s(ε) = t(x), flatfront(s) = u′

iv, and a substitution [x|s] such that
t[x|s] = t′ for some v ∈ Σ

∗ (cf. Figure 3.1(b)).

Analogous to the definition of subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, regu-

lar subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems are defined with regular sets of trees
respectively words in the rewrite rules (similar to the relation between pushdown
graphs and prefix recognizable graphs, respectively ground tree rewriting sys-
tems and regular ground tree rewriting systems). Naturally, subtree and flat pre-
fix rewriting systems are regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems with
singleton sets of trees respectively words in the rewrite rules. Thus, the class SF-
PRG of transition graphs of subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems is included
in the class of transition graphs of regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting sys-
tems.

Definition 3.2. A regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting system over unranked
trees in TΣ is of the form R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin) with Σ, Γ, tin as for subtree and flat
prefix rewriting systems, and R is a finite set of rules of two types:

1. subtree substitution
with rules of the form rj : Tj

σ
↪→ T′

j for j ∈ J, regular sets Tj, T′
j ∈ TΣ, σ ∈ Γ,

and

2. flat prefix substitution at the flat front of the tree

with rules of the form ri : Li
σ

↪→ L′
i for i ∈ I, regular sets Li, L′

i ⊆ Σ
+, σ ∈ Γ.
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Sets I and J denote the indices for flat prefix respectively subtree rewrite rules
analogously to the case of subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems. The set of
all regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems is denoted by R

rsfp, and the
class of transition graphs of regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems is
denoted by RSFPRG.

t′ is derived from t (t →σ
R t′), by applying a subtree rewrite rule rj : Tj

σ
↪→ T′

j ,
if there are a node x ∈ domt with t�x = sj ∈ Tj and a substitution [x|s′j] for some
s′j ∈ T′

j such that t[x|s′j] = t′.

t′ is derived from t, by applying a flat prefix rewrite rule ri : Li
σ

↪→ L′
i, if there

are a node x ∈ domt with ht(t�x) = 1 and flatfront(t�x) = uiv for some ui ∈ Li, a
tree s ∈ TΣ with ht(s) = 1, s(ε) = t(x), flatfront(s) = u′

iv for some u′
i ∈ L′

i, and a
substitution [x|s] such that t[x|s] = t′ for some v ∈ Σ

∗.

The number of successors of a node in a ranked tree is bounded. Therefore,
any encoding of an unranked tree into a ranked one naturally maps siblings to
different levels in the encoded tree. Due to this alteration of hierarchy levels, it
is not possible to simulate flat prefix substitution on an unranked tree at a node’s
successor sequence on the corresponding encoded ranked tree. Thus, the analysis
of properties of subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems cannot take place on
encodings, but needs to be shown directly on unranked trees.

3.1 Relation of Transition Graph Classes PSRG and SFPRG

In order to determine a classification of the transition graphs of subtree and flat
prefix rewriting systems with respect to expressiveness and decidability results,
the class SFPRG is compared to the class PSRG of transition graphs of partial
subtree rewriting systems. Since the classes PSRG and GTRG coincide, the more
intuitive approach via an example and a comparison to ground tree rewriting
systems is taken.

Consider the subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R0 = (Σ, Γ, R, tin) with

� Σ = {a, c, e},

� Γ = {0, 1},

� R = {r1 : c
1

↪→
e
|
e

, r2 : e
1

↪→
e
|
e

, r3 : c
0

↪→ cc}, I = {3}, J = {1, 2}, and

� tin =
a
|
c

.

The transition graph G0 of R0 is depicted in Figure 3.2. The crucial point is
that the flat prefix 0-transition r3 can only be applied if the tree t at the corre-
sponding vertex in G0 has a subtree t�x of height 1 with flatfront(t�x) = cw for
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Figure 3.2 Transition graph G0 of subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R0.
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w ∈ Σ
∗. This is only the case for the trees at the vertices of the horizontal line

on top in Figure 3.2 (which will be referred to by enumeration from left to right,
starting with vertex #1 at tin). At the same time, n different 1-transitions are ap-
plicable at vertex #n. All of these lead to an n-dimensional grid in which no flat
prefix 0-transitions are possible. This means for vertex #n that executing any one
of the n 1-transitions blocks the execution of a 0-transition. In an equivalent tran-
sition graph of a ground tree rewriting system, this would correspond to rewrit-
ing a subtree s satisfying a left hand side of a 0-rule in the ground tree rewriting
system.

Lemma 3.3. The transition graph G0 of the subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R0

cannot be generated by a ground tree rewriting system.

PROOF. Towards a contradiction, assume that for a ground tree rewriting system
S = (Σ, Γ, S, tin) with ranked alphabet Σ, Γ = {0, 1}, a finite set S of rules (say
|S| = k), and a ranked tree tin over Σ, it holds that GS = G0. Furthermore, let
h := max{ht(s) | s is the left hand side of a rule in S}.

Consider the tree t in GS at vertex #n. Let x ∈ domt, t�x = s, and a rule

s` : s
0

↪→ s′ such that
t = t[x|s]

0
−→
S

t[x|s′] = t′,

i.e. t′ is the tree at vertex #n + 1, and rule s` realizes the 0-transition from vertex
#n to #n + 1 in GS (cf. Figure 3.3).

In order to get a transition graph isomorphic to G0, there must be n 1-transi-
tions at vertex #n, all of which lead to a tree preventing the execution of rule s`.
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Figure 3.3 Trees t at vertex #n and t′ at vertex #n + 1 of GS .

n 1−transitions

0
−→
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t t′
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· · ·1 1 1 1

–

h

Therefore all 1-transitions have to rewrite t�x = s.

Consider node y ∈ domt with y � x, and ht(t�y) = h. Node y is chosen such
that t�y contains t�x and is of the same height as the highest tree of a left hand
side of the rewrite rules in S. Thus, the n rewrite rules (with label 1) that alter t�x

have to be applied at nodes in domt�y . More precisely, only rewrite rules applied
at nodes in domt�x ⊆ domt�y and at nodes on the path from y to x alter t�x = s.
Let the number of these nodes be m. With k transitions in S , this makes at most
m · k replacements which alter t�x = s. With a selection of n > m · k this is a
contradiction. �

Thus, the subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R0 over unranked trees has
a transition graph G0 which cannot be generated by a ground tree rewriting sys-
tem over ranked trees. On the other hand, every ground tree rewriting system
can always be conceived as a subtree and flat prefix rewriting system with sub-
tree rewrite rules only. With the same initial tree and the same subtree rewrite
rules, omitting the ranks of the symbols does not provide more substitution pos-
sibilities. Since the classes of transition graphs of ground tree rewriting systems
GTRG and of partial subtree rewriting systems PSRG are equivalent, one obtains
the following.

Proposition 3.4. The class PSRG of transition graphs of partial subtree rewriting sys-

tems is strictly included in the class SFPRG of transition graphs of subtree and flat prefix

rewriting systems.

Since subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems are special cases of regular sub-
tree and flat prefix rewriting systems (namely with the restriction of singleton sets
in the rewrite rules), the class SFPRG is also included in the class RSFPRG of tran-
sition graphs of regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems.

Thus, since partial subtree rewriting systems can be conceived as a special
case of subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, the undecidability results for
partial subtree rewriting systems carry over to subtree and flat prefix rewriting
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systems as well as to regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems. These
include the following reachability problems:

� constrained reachability (EU),

� universal reachability (AF),

� universal constrained reachability (AU),

� universal recurrence (AGF).

Additionally, since this is the case for ground tree rewriting systems, the mo-
nadic second order logic of subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems (and thus
of regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems) is undecidable. This is also
obtained directly from the transition graph G0 of R0, since G0 includes the two-
dimensional grid, whose monadic second order logic is undecidable (as proven
e.g. in [See72]).

3.2 Reachability with Saturation

It will be shown that for regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, the
reachability problem (EF) over the transition graph is decidable. Since subtree
and flat prefix rewriting systems are a special case of regular subtree and flat
prefix rewriting systems, the decidability of the reachability problem for subtree
and flat prefix rewriting systems follows immediately from the decidability result
for the regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems.

In order to show that the reachability problem for a regular subtree and flat
prefix rewriting system R ∈ R

rsfp, a vertex tin and a regular set T of vertices
in GR is decidable, a proof from [Löd03] is adapted in a straightforward way:
with the set pre∗R(T) = {t ∈ TΣ | t →∗

R t′ for t′ ∈ T}, it is checked whether tin

belongs to pre∗R(T). The algorithm given in the proof, which successively con-
structs an ε-N�TA Apre∗R

with T(Apre∗R
) = pre∗R(T), is similar to the well known

saturation algorithm which e.g. solves the reachability problem for semi-monadic
linear rewriting systems over ranked trees (cf. [CDGV94]).

The decisive point of the proof is that the rewrite rules of a regular subtree
and flat prefix rewriting system R can be simulated by adding transitions to an
N�TA that recognizes the union of the target set T and all trees that correspond
to a left hand side of the rewrite rules. Due to the different natures of the two
types of rules of regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, the “classical”
saturation algorithm has to be refined to distinguish the rules.

For a flat prefix rewrite rule, the saturation is realized by adding ε-transitions
on the level of word automata that recognize the sequence of labels of the suc-
cessors of a node. To ensure that the subtree at the according node is of height
1, the transition relation consists of two NFAs for each pair (a, q) of a ∈ Σ and
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Figure 3.4 A possible path from t to T in GR of Example 3.5.
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q ∈ Q. One of these operates on the flat front only, and this is the one which is
being saturated.

For subtree rewrite rules, the saturation is realized by adding ε-transitions on
the level of tree automata. Thereby, one case requires further treatment: if there is
a tree of height 0 on the left hand side of a subtree rewrite rule, it is necessary to
add supplementary transitions to the word automata which are to be saturated
in order to obtain the complete set pre∗R(T). This idea will first be illustrated by a
small example before the formal notation and proof are given.

Example 3.5. For Σ = {a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h}, consider the target set T = {

e
\\

a d
|
c

},

the tree t = e(h), and the regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R =

(Σ, {σ}, R, e(d)) with R = {r1 : {g}
σ

↪→ {a( f )}, r2 : {b}
σ

↪→ {a(c)}, r3 : {a( f )}
σ

↪→

{d}, r4 : {d}
σ

↪→ {b, gd}, r5 : {h}
σ

↪→ {gd}} with index sets I = {4, 5} and
J = {1, 2, 3}.

A possible path from t to T in GR is depicted in Figure 3.4. It will be shown
that an ε-N�TA Bk can be constructed successively by saturating an ε-N�TA B0

with T(B0) = T, such that t ∈ T(Bk).
Let the regular target set T be given by the N�TA A = ({qc, qd, q1, q2}, Σ, ∆A,

{q2}) with ∆A = {(L(Ccqc ), c, qc), (L(Cdqd
), d, qd), (L(Caq1), a, q1), (L(Ceq2), e, q2)}.

NFAs Ccqc and Cdqd
simply recognize the empty word, i.e. assign state qc to leaf c

respectively qd to leaf d. Furthermore, let L(Caq1) = {qc}. The only NFA of A that
will be used explicitly in this example is Ceq2 with L(Ceq2) = {q1qd}:

p00 p01 p02
q1 qd

For each subtree rewrite rule rj with j ∈ J of the regular subtree and flat pre-
fix rewriting system R, N�TAs Aj and A′

j are constructed that recognize the left
respectively the right hand side of rule rj. The N�TAs A2 and A′

2 are given exem-
plary:

� N�TA A2 = ({qb}, Σ, ∆2, {qb}) with ∆2 = {({ε}, b, qb)}, i.e. T(A2) = {b};

� N�TA A′
2 = ({qc, q′21}, Σ, ∆

′
2, {q′21})

with ∆
′
2 = {({ε}, c, qc), ({qc}, a, q′21)}, i.e. T(A′

2) = {a(c)}.
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The N�TAs A1,A′
1,A3,A′

3 are constructed analogously. Note that each leaf m ∈ Σ

is assigned the state qm by the tree automata. To facilitate the notation, let QΣ :=
{qm | m ∈ Σ}. Furthermore, for u ∈ Σ

∗ define q
u

:= qu(1) · · · qu(|u|), thus q
u
∈ Q∗

Σ
,

and QLi
:= {q

u
| u ∈ Li}. In order to allow interaction between the tree and

word automata, i.e. the application of both subtree and flat prefix rewrite rules,

the NFAs Ai respectively A′
i for flat prefix rewrite rule ri : Li

σ
↪→ L′

i with i ∈ I are
constructed such that they recognize not the regular languages Li respectively L′

i,
but the regular languages QLi

respectively QL′
i
. The NFAs A4 and A′

4 are given
exemplary (the construction of NFAs A5,A′

5 proceeds analogously):

� NFA A4 with L(A4) = {qd}; p40 p41
qd

� NFA A′
4 with L(A′

4) = {qb, qgqd}. p′40

p′41

p′42 p′43

qb

qg
qd

With these automata, the ε-N�TA B0 = (QB , Σ, ∆
B
0 , FA) is constructed that

recognizes the target set T = T(A), and additionally has paths that correspond
to each tree respectively each prefix of the left sides of the rewrite rules. Thus,
QB is the union of the state set of A and all state sets of Aj for j ∈ J, while the
set FA of final states remains unchanged. As for ∆

B
0 , the transitions of the Aj

are inherited, but the transitions of A have to be altered in order to realize the
recognition of the left hand sides of the flat prefix rewrite rules and ∆

B
0 is defined

as ∆
B
0 :=

⋃

j∈J ∆j ∪ {(L(C∗
aq) ∪ L(D

aq
0 ), a, q) | (L(Caq), a, q) ∈ ∆A}.

For each NFA Caq, two ε-NFAs C∗
aq and D

aq
0 are constructed. Both ε-NFAs

consist of a copy of Caq as well as a copy of the set of all Ai for i ∈ I, extended
by an ε-transition from the initial state of the Caq copy to each initial state of the
Ai copies, while the set of final states remains unchanged. The NFAs D

aq
0 are

restricted to QΣ and can therefore only be applied at the flat front of a tree. As an
example, consider C∗

eq2
and D

eq2
0 :

D
eq2
0

Ceq2
copy

p00

p01

p02

qd

A4
copy

p40

p41

qd

A5
copy

p50

p51

qh

C∗
eq2

Ceq2
copy

p00

p01

p02

qd

q1

A4
copy

p40

p41

qd

A5
copy

p50

p51

qh

ε
ε

ε
ε
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Thus, the newly constructed ε-NFAs additionally have paths corresponding to
the prefixes of all L(Ai) (which however do not lead to final states). It is not diffi-
cult to see that C∗

eq2
only differs from D

eq2
0 in the additional edge (p00, q1, p01) with

q1 6∈ QΣ. Consequently, for all constructed ε-NFAs, it holds that L(D
aq
0 ) ⊆ L(C∗

aq)

and L(C∗
aq) = L(Caq). To ensure that flat prefix rewrite rules are only applied at

the flat front of a tree, the ε-NFAs D
aq
0 are the ones that are saturated, while the

ε-NFAs C∗
aq remain unchanged.

Starting with the ε-N�TA B0 that recognizes the target set T(B0) = T, the
saturation has to traverse the rewrite rules backwards and in reverse order. As
the complete saturation of B0 would exceed the scope of this example, only some
selected steps will be illustrated such that the resulting automaton recognizes all
trees of the derivation depicted in Figure 3.4. Moreover, of all ε-NFAs only D

eq2
k

will be considered. While the addition of the different transitions is described
below, the resulting NFA D

eq2
5 is the following.

p00

p01

p02

qd

p40

p41

qd

p50

p51

qh

ε
ε

qb (1.)

ε (2.)
qg (4.)

(4.) qg

ε (5.)

1. The first derivation to traverse backwards is
e
\\

b d

σ
−→
R

e
\\

a d
|
c

with subtree

rewrite rule r2. Since e(a(c), d) ∈ T = T(B0), a transition to be added needs
to realize that subtree b is also accepted in the place of subtree a(c). It holds
that B0 : b → qb and B0 : a(c) →∗ q1 (recall that the A-transitions were
inherited). Therefore, ε-transition (qb, q1) is added.

Note that now a tree is accepted that has a new flat front bd. To enable flat
prefix rewriting at this flat front, it needs to be accepted by D

eq2
0 , as opposed

to only being accepted by qb →ε q1 and C∗
eq2

: p00 →q1 p01 →qd p02 (since
q1 6∈ QΣ). Thus, the supplementary transition (p00, qb, p01) is added to D

eq2
0 ,

yielding B1 and D
eq2
1 with qbqd ∈ L(D

eq2
1 ).

2. In the path in Figure 3.4, the next derivation to be traversed backwards is
e
\\

d d

σ
−→
R

e
\\

b d
with flat prefix rewrite rule r4. Thus the acceptance of

the prefix d ∈ L4 instead of the prefix b ∈ L′
4 needs to be enabled. Therefore,

consider the accepting run p00 →qb p01 →qd p02 on the flat front bd of Deq2
1 .
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Accepting dd is realized by adding the ε-transition (p41, p01) that starts from
the copy of the final state of A4, p41, to the state that was reached via the prefix
b, p01. This way, the automata B2 and D

eq2
2 are obtained with qdqd ∈ L(D

eq2
2 )

by the run p00 →ε p40 →qd p41 →ε p01 →qd p02.

3. The third derivation is

e
\\

a d
|
f

σ
−→
R

e
\\

d d
with subtree rewrite rule r3. This

time it needs to be realized that the subtree a( f ) is accepted in places where
subtree d already is accepted. With B2 : a( f ) →∗ q31 (transitions inher-
ited from A3, the state names are chosen analogous to the construction of
A2 shown above) and B2 : d → qd, the ε-transition (q31, qd) is added to B2.
Since this rewriting step did not yield a new flat front, no supplementary
transitions need to be added to any of the NFAs (for consistency though, the
indices are increased regardlessly, i.e. Deq2

3 = D
eq2
2 ).

4. The next derivation is again a subtree rewriting step:
e
\\

g d

σ
−→
R

e
\\

a d
|
f

with

subtree rewrite rule r1. Analogous to (1.), the ε-transition (qg, q31) is added
to B3. However, in (3.), the ε-transition (q31, qd) was added to the automaton,
and thus there also is a derivation B3 : a( f ) →∗ qd. Thus, also the transition
(qg, qd) needs to be added to B3, and analogous to (1.), the automaton needs
to ensure that at any flat front, qg can be read instead of qd. Therefore, the
supplementary transitions (p40, qg, p41) and (p01, qg, p02) need to be inserted
into D

eq2
3 additionally. Therefore it holds that qgqd ∈ L(D

eq2
4 ).

5. The last derivation in Figure 3.4 is the flat prefix rewriting step
e
\\

g d

σ
−→
R

e
|
h

with e(h) = t and flat prefix rewrite rule r5. Analogous to (2.), the ε-transition
(p51, p02) is added to D

eq2
4 , thus yielding B5 and D

eq2
5 with qh ∈ L(D

eq2
5 ).

With all added transitions, t = e(h) is accepted by B5 with the run

B5 : e(h) → e(qh) → q2 ∈ FA.

Note that B5 does not recognize the complete set pre∗(T) since several other sat-
uration steps are possible. If the full saturation is achieved in k steps, Apre∗R

is set
to Bk, and it holds that T(Apre∗R

) = pre∗(T), which will be proven next. J

For the formal correctness, several constructive factors have to be respected:

� The tree automata have to start all of their runs by assigning to each leaf
x ∈ domt the state qt(x) ∈ QΣ.

� Apart from QΣ, the state sets of the tree automata need to be pairwise disjoint.
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� Since the ε-NFAs C∗
aq are not altered throughout the saturation, it suffices that

they share one copy of the NFAs Ai.

� Apart from the shared Ai copy of the ε-NFAs C∗
aq, all word automata also need

to have pairwise disjoint state sets.

All of these aspects are realized in the following constructions and in the initial-
ization of ε-N�TA B0 (cf. Algorithm 3.1). To clarify the employed notation, the
indices a ∈ Σ, q ∈ QΣ∪̇QA, m ∈ {0}∪̇ I, n ∈ N of state pDaqmn denote the follow-
ing:

� if m = 0, then pDaq0n is located in the Caq copy of ε-NFA D
aq
k (for all k)

(analogously, state pCaq0n is located in the Caq copy of C∗
aq), and

� if m ∈ I, then pDaqmn is located in the Am copy of ε-NFA D
aq
k (for all k).

As the ε-NFAs C∗
aq share one copy of the NFAs Ai, these state sets do not need

indices a and q; therefore their states are denoted pin for i ∈ I, n ∈ N.
To facilitate the notation, a state pD refers to a state pDaqmn in PD

aq for some m, n ∈

N when possible and when a ∈ Σ and q ∈ QΣ∪̇QA are clear from the context. At
the same time, state pC refers to the corresponding state pCaqmn respectively pmn in

Algorithm 3.1 Construction of ε-N�TA B0.

1: procedure INITIALIZE_B0(A, {Ai | i ∈ I}, {Aj | j ∈ J})
. Notation as in Algorithm 3.2.

2: QB := QA∪̇QΣ∪̇ ˙⋃
j∈JQj

3: for all Caq = (Paq, QA∪̇QΣ, paq0, ∆aq, Faq) with (L(Caq), a, q) ∈ ∆A do

4: construct ε-NFA C∗
aq := (PC

aq, QA∪̇QΣ, pCaq00, ∆
C
aq, FC

aq) with

PC
aq := {pCaq0n | paqn ∈ Paq} ∪̇ ˙⋃

i∈I Pi

∆
C
aq := {(pCaq0n, q̃, pCaq0λ) | (paqn, q̃, paqλ) ∈ ∆aq} ∪̇ ˙⋃

i∈I∆i

∪̇ ˙⋃
i∈I{(pCaq00, pi0) | pi0 ∈ Pi (initial state of Ai)}

FD
aq := {pCaq0n | paqn ∈ Faq}

5: let ∆
C
aq

∣
∣
∣
QΣ

= ∆
C
aq \ {(pCaq0n, q1, pCaq0λ) | (pCaq0n, q1, pCaq0λ)∈∆

C
aq ∧ q1 ∈QA}

6: construct ε-NFA D
aq
0 := (PD

aq, QΣ, pDaq00, ∆
aq
0 , FD

aq) with

PD
aq := {pDaqmn | pCaqmn ∈ PC

aq ∨ pmn ∈ PC
aq}

∆
aq
0 := {(pDaqmn, qb, pDaqµλ) | (pCaqmn, qb, pCaqµλ) ∈ ∆

C
aq

∣
∣
∣
QΣ

∨(pmn, qb, pµλ) ∈ ∆
C
aq

∣
∣
∣
QΣ

}

FD
aq := {pDaqmn | pCaqmn ∈ FC

aq}

7: end for

8: ∆
B
0 := {(L(D

aq
0 ) ∪ L(C∗

aq), a, q) | (L(Caq), a, q) ∈ ∆A}∪̇∆Σ∪̇ ˙⋃
j∈J∆j

9: return ε-N�TA B0 := (QB , Σ, ∆
B
0 , FA)

10: end procedure
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Algorithm 3.2 Algorithm to calculate Apre∗R
with T(Apre∗R

) = pre∗R(T).

1: Given:
� Rewriting system R ∈ R

rsfp with R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin)

� N�TA A = (QA∪̇QΣ, Σ, ∆A∪̇∆Σ, FA) with T(A) = T

∆A ⊆ {(L(Caq), a, q) | a ∈ Σ, q ∈ QA}

with NFAs Caq = (Paq, QA∪̇QΣ, paq0, ∆aq, Faq)

� for j ∈ J (subtree rewrite rule), rj : Tj
σ

↪→ T′
j :

N�TA Aj = (Qj∪̇QΣ, Σ, ∆j∪̇∆Σ, Fj) with T(Aj) = Tj

N�TA A′
j = (Q′

j∪̇QΣ, Σ, ∆
′
j∪̇∆Σ, F′

j ) with T(A′
j) = T′

j

� for i ∈ I (flat prefix rewrite rule), ri : Li
σ

↪→ L′
i:

NFA Ai = (Pi, QΣ, pi0, ∆i, Fi) with L(Ai) = QLi

NFA A′
i = (P′

i , QΣ, p′i0, ∆
′
i, F′

i ) with L(A′
i) = QL′

i

2: procedure SATURATION(R, A,{Ai | i∈ I},{A′
i | i∈ I},{Aj | j∈ J},{A′

j | j∈ J})
3: INITIALIZE_B0(A, {Ai | i ∈ I}, {Aj | j ∈ J})
4: k := 0
5: while

[[
∃ subtree rewrite rule r` : T`

σ
↪→ T′

` ∈ R with ` ∈ J and a tree

s′ ∈ T(A′
`) with s′

∗
−→
Bk

q̂ and (F` × {q̂}) * ∆
B
k

]
(?)

or
[
∃ flat prefix rewrite rule r` : L`

σ
↪→ L′

` ∈ R with ` ∈ I

and words u′, v ∈ Σ
∗ with q

u′ ∈ L(A′
`),

D
aq
k : pDaq00

q
u′−→ p̂

q
v−→ p ∈ FD

aq,

and ({pDaq`m | p`m ∈ F`} × { p̂}) * ∆
aq
k

]]

(??)

do

6: if (?) then

7: for all D
aq
k do

8: ∆
aq
k+1 := ∆

aq
k ∪ {(pDaqmn, qb, pDaqµλ) | qb ∈ F` ∩ QΣ ∧

[
(pCaqmn, q̂, pCaqµλ) ∈ ∆

C
aq ∨ (pmn, q̂, pµλ) ∈ ∆

C
aq

]
}

9: D
aq
k+1 := (PD

aq, QΣ, pDaq00, ∆
aq
k+1, FD

aq)

10: end for

11: ∆
B
k+1 := ∆

B
k ∪ (F` × {q̂}) ∪ {(L(D

aq
k+1) ∪ L(C∗

aq), a, q)}

\{(L(D
aq
k ) ∪ L(C∗

aq), a, q)}

12: else if (??) then

13: ∆
aq
k+1 := ∆

aq
k ∪ ({pDaq`m | p`m ∈ F`} × { p̂})

14: D
aq
k+1 := (PD

aq, QΣ, pDaq00, ∆
aq
k+1, FD

aq)

15: ∆
B
k+1 := ∆

B
k ∪ {(L(D

aq
k+1) ∪ L(C∗

aq), a, q)} \ {(L(D
aq
k ) ∪ L(C∗

aq), a, q)}

16: end if

17: Bk+1 := (QB , Σ, ∆
B
k+1, FA)

18: k := k + 1
19: end while

20: return Apre∗R
:= Bk

21: end procedure
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PC
aq for the same a, q, m, n. Note that by construction of PC

aq, there cannot be states
pCaqmn ∈ PC

aq and pmn ∈ PC
aq for the same m at the same time.

In Algorithm 3.1, the ε-N�TA B0 = (QB , Σ, ∆
B
0 , FA) is initialized. In Line 5, the

restriction of ∆
∗
aq to QΣ is defined, which is then taken as the transition relation of

the ε-NFA D
aq
0 (with respect to renaming for disjoint state sets). This restriction

ensures that the state set of the D
aq
0 is of the same structure as the corresponding

state set of the C∗
aq, and that the D

aq
0 can only read words of the flat front of a tree,

i.e. only words over QΣ.
Algorithm 3.2 distinguishes the rewrite rules analogous to Example 3.5. The

three different types of transitions that are added in the construction of Apre∗R
are

depicted in Figure 3.5.
For a subtree rewrite rule (case (?)), Algorithm 3.2 checks in Line 5 whether

there is a subtree t�x corresponding to a tree from the right hand side of a subtree
rewrite rule that is reduced to a state q̂ ∈ QB in Bk. If this is the case for a tree
of say subtree rewrite rule r` (which can be verified by the corresponding N�TA
A′

`), an ε-transition from each state q ∈ F` to q̂ is added to ∆
B
k (cf. Line 11 and

Figure 3.5(a)).
If the left hand side of rule r` contains a tree of height 0 (which corresponds

to the test qb ∈ F` ∩ QΣ, cf. Line 8), then for each transition (pC1 , q̂, pC2 ) in C∗
aq,

a corresponding (pD1 , qb, pD2 )-transition is added to the Caq copy in D
aq
k (cf. Fig-

ure 3.5(b)) to enable potential flat prefix rewriting before the tree of height 0 was
rewritten, thus yielding D

aq
k+1 and Bk+1. Note that while adding this transition

changes L(D
aq
k ), it does not change the accepted tree language (cf. Lemma 3.6).

For a flat prefix rewrite rule (case (??)), Algorithm 3.2 checks in Line 5 whether
there is a word over Σ with a prefix from the right hand side of a flat prefix rewrite
rule, and with the prefix being mapped to a state p̂ ∈ PD

aq for an NFA D
aq
k of Bk. If

this is the case for a word of say flat prefix rewrite rule r` (which can be verified
by the corresponding NFA A′

`), an ε-transition from each state of F
aq
` to p̂ is added

to ∆
aq
k , yielding ∆

aq
k+1 and thus Bk+1 (cf. Line 13 and Figure 3.5(c)).

With these techniques, Bk+1 pretends to have read a tree respectively a prefix
of the right hand side of either the subtree or the flat prefix rewrite rule r`, thus
simulating the rule r` and additionally accepting all trees which can be rewritten
by r` to a tree which is already accepted. By iterating this principle, the resulting
automaton Apre∗R

will finally accept all trees which can be rewritten by the reg-
ular subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R to trees from T, thus all trees in
pre∗R(T).

In order to show that the process described above yields a solution to the
reachability problem, i.e. correctly calculates the set pre∗R(T), the above men-
tioned preparations as well as the following claims need to be shown:

1. Algorithm 3.2 terminates.

2. T(Apre∗R
) = pre∗R(T).
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Figure 3.5 The idea of the reachability construction of Algorithm 3.2.

t ∈ pre∗R(T(Bk)) to be accepted
↑: new accepting Bk+1-run on t

t′ ∈ T(Bk)

↑: runs of automaton Bk

σ
−→
R

t ∈ pre∗R(T(Bk)) t′ ∈ T(Bk)

t�x t′�x

• •

•

q q̂

q̃ ∈ FA

ε

Bk+1

(a) Saturation for subtree rewrite rules on the level of tree automata.

With b ∈ T`, s′ ∈ T′
` and s′

∗
−→
Bk

q̂: (pCaqk`, q̂, pCaqmn)∈ ∆
C
aq ⇒ (pDaqk`, qb, pDaqmn)∈ ∆

aq
k+1

D
aq
k

Caq
copy

pDaq00

FD
aq

A|I|
copy · · ·

C∗
aq

Caq
copy

pCaq00

FC
aq

A|I|
copy· · ·

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

εε εε

qbq̂

ε

(b) If applicable, supplement for subtree rewrite rule r` : T`
σ

↪→T′
` on the level of word automata.

↑: runs of automaton D
aq
k ↑: new accepting D

aq
k+1-run on q

u
q

v

q
u′qv

∈ L(D
aq
k ) : pDaq00

q
u′−→ p̂

q
v−→ p ∈ FD

aq with q
u′ ∈ L(A′

`)

D
aq
k

Caq
copy

pDaq00

p̂

FD
aq

A|I|
copy · · ·

A`
copy

F`

· · ·
Ai1
copy

•

• • •

•

ε ε

ε

ε

D
aq
k+1

(c) Saturation for flat prefix rewrite rules on the level of word automata.
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Preparations. To facilitate the notation for the following frequently used expres-
sions, let ∆Σ := {(L(Caqa), a, qa) | a ∈ Σ} with Caqa = ({paqa0}, QA∪̇QΣ, paqa0, 6O,
{paqa0}). The NFAs Caqa recognize the empty word, i.e. with ∆Σ, every leaf with
label a is assigned the state qa. Given a regular subtree and flat prefix rewrit-
ing system R = (Σ, Γ, R, tin) and the regular set T ⊆ TΣ, construct the following
automata:

� Without loss of generality, assume that the regular target set T is given by
an N�TA A] = (QA, Σ, ∆

], F]
A) with T(A]) = T, ∆

] ⊆ {(L(C]
aq), a, q) | a ∈

Σ, q ∈ QA} and NFAs C]
aq = (Paq, QA, paq0, ∆

]
aq, F]

aq), where Paq = {paqk |

0 ≤ k < |Paq|}. Furthermore, the NFAs C]
aq are constructed such that no

transitions lead back into the respective initial state paq0. This can always be
accomplished using standard techniques described e.g. in [HMU01].

In order to realize that all leaves of the trees in T are assigned states in QΣ, a
new N�TA A is constructed that inherits all transitions of A], has the transi-
tions of ∆Σ in addition, and realizes that the same runs of C]

aq are possible for
runs that assign the QΣ-states to the leaves.

Formally, construct N�TA A = (QA∪̇QΣ, Σ, ∆A∪̇∆Σ, FA) with ∆A := {(L(Caq),
a, q) | (L(C]

aq), a, q) ∈ ∆
]} and Caq = (Paq, QΣ∪̇QA, paq0, ∆aq, Faq) such that

∆aq = ∆
]
aq ∪ {(paqk, qb, paq`) | ∃b ∈ Σ, ∃q′ ∈ QA

(
(paqk, q′, paq`) ∈ ∆

]
aq ∧ ε ∈

L(C]
bq′)

)
}. With Faq := F]

aq \ {paq0}, it is ensured that the NFAs Caq do not
accept the empty word (recall that no transition leads back to the initial state
paq0, thus removing paq0 from the set of final states does not change the lan-
guages in any other way), and thus, any run of A has to start with transitions
of ∆Σ. The set FA of final states is expanded such that if there is a tree t ∈ T

with ht(t) = 0, it is accepted by a run that assigns the state qt(ε) ∈ QΣ to t,

hence FA := F]
A ∪ {qa | qa ∈ QΣ ∧ a ∈ T(A])}. It is not difficult to see that

T(A) = T, and that for each t ∈ T, there exists an accepting run of A on t that
assigns the state qt(x) ∈ QΣ to each leaf x of t.

� For subtree rewrite rules rj : Tj
σ

↪→ T′
j with j ∈ J:

� Since the left hand side of rule rj consists of the regular set Tj of trees, and
with the construction of A shown above, it is not difficult to construct
N�TAs Aj = (Qj∪̇QΣ, Σ, ∆j∪̇∆Σ, Fj) with T(Aj) = Tj with the following
properties: the state sets Qj are pairwise disjoint, and moreover, disjoint
from the state set QA of A, and for each t ∈ Tj there is an accepting run
of Aj on t that assigns the state qt(x) ∈ QΣ to each leaf x of t.

� Analogously, construct N�TAs A′
j = (Q′

j∪̇QΣ, Σ, ∆
′
j∪̇∆Σ, F′

j ) for the right
hand side of rule rj, with T(A′

j) = T′
j and with analogous properties as

the Aj.

� For flat prefix rewrite rules ri : Li
σ

↪→ L′
i with i ∈ I,
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� let Li be given by an NFA A]
i = (P]

i , Σ, p0, ∆
]
i , F]

i ) with L(A]
i ) = Li. As the

leaves of trees in TΣ are assigned states in QΣ by the N�TAs, NFAs Ai are
constructed that recognize the languages QLi

, and for technical reasons
have pairwise disjoint state sets.

Formally, construct NFAs Ai := (Pi, QΣ, pi0, ∆i, Fi) with Pi := {pi` | p` ∈

P]
i }, ∆i := {(pik, qa, pi`) | (pk, a, p`) ∈ ∆

]
i }, and Fi := {pi` | p` ∈ F]

i }. It is
not difficult to see that L(Ai) = QLi

, i.e. Ai recognizes the flat prefix that
makes up the left hand side of rule ri.

� let L′
i be given by an NFA A′]

i = (P′]
i , Σ, p′0, ∆

′]
i , F′]

i ) with L(A′]
i ) = L′

i.
Construct NFAs A′

i := (P′
i , QΣ, p′i0, ∆

′
i, F′

i ) with L(A′
i) = QL′

i
for the right

hand side of flat prefix rewrite rule ri analogously to the case above.

Note that the state sets of the NFAs are pairwise disjoint. For the N�TAs, the sets
Qj, Q′

j, and QA are also pairwise disjoint for all j ∈ J.

1. Algorithm 3.2 terminates, since the state set QB of the N�TAs Bk and the state
sets PD

aq of the NFAs Daq
k are not altered, and consequently only finitely many

transitions can be added.

2. In order to show T(Apre∗R
) = pre∗R(T), five lemmata will be utilized.

Before the two language inclusions are treated, it will be shown that if a tree t

is reduced to a state q̃ ∈ QB by N�TA Bk, then t can be rewritten by R to a tree
s which can be deduced to state q̃ by B0. This is expressed in Lemma 3.6 part
(a). Since flat prefix rewriting is only allowed at the flat front of the tree, an
NFA-run over a successor sequence is split into two parts: the first one allows
the usage of ε-transitions since flat prefix rewriting may have occurred, and
the second one does not. Parts (b) and (c) of Lemma 3.6 are the supplementary
statements for these two parts of an NFA-path.

Moreover, for the subsequently added qb-transitions it can be shown that if
(pDaqmn, qb, pDaqµλ) was added to ∆

aq
k for (pCaqmn, q̂, pCaqµλ) ∈ ∆

C
aq (cf. Line 8 of Al-

gorithm 3.2, and Figure 3.5(b)), and it holds that q̂ 6∈ QΣ (i.e. the qb-transition
is not in an Ai copy of Daq

k , but in the Caq copy of Daq
k ), it is not possible to

traverse an ε-transition after such a qb-transition:

Since (pDaqmn, qb, pDaqµλ) is only added to ∆
aq
k for (pCaqmn, q̂, pCaqµλ) ∈ ∆

C
aq or

(pmn, q̂, pµλ) ∈ ∆
C
aq (cf. Line 8 of Algorithm 3.2), if q̂ 6∈ QΣ, i.e. q̂ ∈ QA,

the case (pmn, q̂, pµλ) cannot be fulfilled and thus the qb-transition was added
for (pCaqmn, q̂, pCaqµλ) ∈ ∆

C
aq. As pCaqmn and pCaqµλ are states of the Caq copy of

C∗
aq, pDaqmn and pDaqµλ are located in the Caq copy of Daq

k (for all k). The added

ε-transitions however are of the form (pDaqik, p̂) for pik ∈ Fi, i.e. pDaqik is in an

Ai copy of D
aq
k . The only transitions leading to the Ai copies of D

aq
k start

from the initial state pDaq00 of Daq
k . According to the construction, no transi-

tions lead back to pDaq00, thus no pDaqik is reachable from pDaqµλ, and therefore,
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no ε-transition can be traversed after an inserted (pDaqmn, qb, pDaqµλ)-transition

which was added for (pCaqmn, q̂, pCaqµλ) with q̂ 6∈ QΣ.

To facilitate the notation, for hedges h = s1 · · · sn and h′ = s′1 · · · s′n, let h →∗
R

h′ denote s1 →∗
R s′1, . . . , sn →∗

R s′n, and analogously, for q = q1 · · · qn, let
h →∗

Bk
q denote s1 →∗

Bk
q1, . . . , sn →∗

Bk
qn.

With these preparations, the proof can be continued as follows:

Lemma 3.6. For each ε-N�TA Bk computed in Algorithm 3.2, each t ∈ TΣ, each

q
u
∈ Q∗

Σ
, and each qc ∈ QΣ the following holds:

(a) If t
∗
−→
Bk

q̃ ∈ QB , then there is a tree s ∈ TΣ, such that t
∗
−→
R

s and s
∗
−→
B0

q̃.

(b) If D
aq
k : pDaq00

q
u−→ pD , then there is a hedge h, such that u

∗
−→
R

h, h
∗
−→
B0

q ∈

(QΣ ∪ QA)∗, and C∗
aq : pCaq00

q
−→ pC .

(c) If (pD1 , qc, pD2 ) ∈ ∆
aq
k , then there is a tree s ∈ TΣ, such that c

∗
−→
R

s, s
∗
−→
B0

q ∈

(QΣ ∪ QA), and there is (pC1 , q, pC2 ) ∈ ∆
C
aq.

PROOF. The claims will be proven by induction on the number k of satura-
tion steps in Algorithm 3.2. To exploit dependencies and reuse results, the
lemma will be shown in reverse order.

Case k = 0. If (pD1 , qc, pD2 ) ∈ ∆
aq
0 , choose tree s := c. Then it holds that

c →∗
B0

qc since c ∈ Σ and ∆Σ ⊆ ∆
B
0 . Since D

aq
0 is the restriction of C∗

aq to QΣ, it
holds that (pC1 , qc, pC2 ) ∈ ∆

C
aq and part (c) is proven.

Analogously, for part (b) let Daq
0 : pDaq00 →

q
u pD . With hedge h := u it holds

that h →∗
B0

qu(1) · · · qu(|u|), since u ∈ Σ
∗ and ∆Σ ⊆ ∆

B
0 . Since D

aq
0 is the

restriction of C∗
aq to QΣ, it holds that C∗

aq : pCaq00 →
q

u pC .
With t →∗

B0
q̃ ∈ QB , part (a) of the claim holds for s := t.

Case k → k + 1. Assume that the claim holds for k. According to Line 5 of
Algorithm 3.2, two cases are to be distinguished:

1. Bk+1 was derived from Bk because (?) applied.

2. Bk+1 was derived from Bk because (??) applied.

In both cases, a second induction on the number κ of inserted transitions
used in the derivation of (b) D

aq
k+1 : pDaq00 →

q
u pD respectively (a) t →∗

Bk+1
q̃

needs to be applied. For both cases, if κ = 0, it holds that Daq
k : pDaq00 →

q
u

pD respectively t →∗
Bk

q̃, and the claim holds by induction on k. To show
Case κ → κ + 1 and part (c), the two cases are considered separately:

Case 1. (?) applied, i.e. Bk+1 was derived from Bk because a subtree
rewrite rule could be applied. That means, in general two different kinds
of rules were added to Bk: rules of the form (q, q̂) ∈ (QB ∩ F`) × QB

(cf. Line 11 of Algorithm 3.2, and Figure 3.5(a)) and rules of the form
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(pD1 , qb, pD2 ) ∈ PD
aq × (QΣ ∩ F`) × PD

aq (cf. Line 8 of Algorithm 3.2, and Fig-
ure 3.5(b)) for ` ∈ J.

For part (c) of Lemma 3.6, transitions of (QB ∩ F`) × QB are irrelevant.
Therefore consider a transition (pD1 , qb, pD2 ) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k . Since the tran-

sition was added to D
aq
k , there is a rule T`

σ
↪→ T′

` ∈ R with b ∈ T(A`),
s′ ∈ T(A′

`) and a transition (pC1 , q̂, pC2 ) ∈ ∆
C
aq for s′ →∗

Bk
q̂ (cf. Lines 5

and 8). With the induction assumption of part (a) there is a tree s ∈ TΣ

with s′ →∗
R s and s →∗

B0
q̂. Thus, b →R s′ →∗

R s, s →∗
B0

q̂, and
(pC1 , q̂, pC2 ) ∈ ∆

C
aq.

For part (b) of Lemma 3.6, transitions of (QB ∩ F`)×QB are again irrelevant.
For the case that transitions of the form (pDµ , qbµ

, pDµ+1) ∈ ∆
aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k were

used, consider a run

D
aq
k+1 : pDaq00

q
w1−−→ pD2

qb2−−→ p̃D2

q
w2−−→ pD3

qb3−−→ p̃D3

q
w3−−→ · · ·

q
wm−1

−−−→ pDm
qbm−−→ p̃Dm

q
wm−−→ pDm+1

qbm+1
−−−→ pDm+2

qbm+2
−−−→ · · ·

qbm+n
−−−→ pD

with

� D
aq
k : p̃Dµ →

q
wµ pDµ+1 for 1 ≤ µ ≤ m, with p̃D1 = pDaq00,

� (pDµ , qbµ
, p̃Dµ ) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k for 2 ≤ µ ≤ m, and

� (pDµ , qbµ
, pDµ+1) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 for m + 1 ≤ µ ≤ m + n, pDm+n+1 = pD .

Thus, there is a hedge wbm+1 · · · bm+n with w = w1b2w2b3 · · · wm−1bmwm.

In the preparations of Lemma 3.6, it was shown that for inserted (pDµ , qbµ
,

pDµ+1)-transitions with (pCµ, q̂, pCµ+1) ∈ ∆
C
aq and q̂ 6∈ QΣ, it is not possible

to traverse an ε-transition after such a transition. Note though, that on

every segment of the run that is of the form D
aq
k : p̃Dµ →

q
wµ pDµ+1 for

1 ≤ µ ≤ m, a traversal of ε-transitions is possible. Furthermore, for all
(pDµ , qbµ

, p̃Dµ ) ∈ ∆
aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k , 1 ≤ µ ≤ m, there is a transition (pCµ, qcµ , p̃Cµ) ∈

∆
C
aq with qcµ ∈ QΣ, i.e. cµ ∈ Σ.

This means according to part (c) of Lemma 3.6, that with (pDµ , qbµ
, p̃Dµ ) ∈

∆
aq
k+1 there exist trees dµ ∈ TΣ with bµ →∗

R dµ and dµ →∗
B0

qcµ ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA).
As the only transitions applicable at leaves in B0 are transitions of ∆Σ, it
holds that dµ = cµ, and with (pCµ, qcµ , p̃Cµ) ∈ ∆

C
aq, there also are transi-

tions (pDµ , qcµ , p̃Dµ ) ∈ ∆
aq
0 for 2 ≤ µ ≤ m. Therefore, wbm+1 · · · bm+n →∗

R

vbm+1 · · · bm+n, with w = w1b2w2b3 · · · wm−1bmwm and v = w1c2w2c3 · · ·

wm−1cmwm, and there exists a run

D
aq
k+1 :pDaq00

q
v−→ pDm+1

qbm+1
−−−→ pDm+2

qbm+2
−−−→ · · ·

qbm+n
−−−→ pD

with D
aq
k : pDaq00

q
v−→ pDm+1, q

v
∈ Q∗

Σ
.

The induction assumption of part (b) yields a hedge h′ with v →∗
R h′,

h′ →∗
B0

q′ ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA)∗, and C∗
aq : pCaq00 →q′ pCm+1.
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The transitions (pDµ , qbµ
, pDµ+1) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 with m + 1 ≤ µ ≤ m + n are either

from ∆
aq
k or newly inserted and from ∆

aq
k+1 \∆

aq
k . Since part (c) has already

been shown, for both cases it holds that there exist trees sµ ∈ TΣ with
bµ →∗

R sµ, sµ →∗
B0

q̃µ ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA) (for the transitions of ∆
aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k it

holds that q̃µ = q̂), and (pCµ, q̃µ, pCµ+1) ∈ ∆
C
aq.

Together, for the run D
aq
k+1 : pDaq00

q
w

qbm+1
···qbm+n

−−−−−−−−−→ pD there is a hedge h :=
h′sm+1 · · · sm+n with wbm+1 · · · bm+n →∗

R vbm+1 · · · bm+n →∗
R h, h →∗

B0

q′ q̃m+1 · · · q̃m+n with

q̃µ =







qµ for (pDµ , qbµ
, pDµ+1) ∈ ∆

aq
k

q̂ for (pDµ , qbµ
, pDµ+1) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k

and C∗
aq : pCaq00

q′

−→ pCm+1
q̃m+1
−−−→ pCm+2

q̃m+2
−−−→ · · ·

q̃m+n
−−−→ pC .

For part (a) of Lemma 3.6, both kinds of newly added transitions need to
be considered.

For the case that transitions of the form (pDµ , qbµ
, pDµ+1) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k were

used, consider a derivation

t
∗
−→
Bk

t[x|a(q
u
)] −−−→

Bk+1

t[x|q]
∗

−−−→
Bk+1

q̃ ∈ QB . (�)

It will be shown that there is a derivation

t

(1)
∗

−−−→
R

t[x|a(u)]

(2)
∗

−−−→
R

t[x|a(h)]

(3)
∗

−−−→
R

s such that s

(4)
∗

−−−→
B0

q̃.

Derivation (1): With (�) it holds that t�x →∗
Bk

a(q
u
). For the subtrees

t�x1 · · · t�x|u| the induction assumption of part (a) can be applied. To avoid
complicated indices, these are denoted by a hedge: the induction as-
sumption of part (a) yields a hedge h′ such that t�x1 · · · t�x|u| →

∗
R h′ with

h′ →∗
B0

q
u
. Since q

u
∈ Q∗

Σ
, it follows that h′ = u.

Derivation (2): In the run D
aq
k+1 : pDaq00 →

q
u pD ∈ FD

aq the newly added
transitions were used. With part (b) shown above, there is a hedge h

with u →∗
R h, h →∗

B0
q ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA)∗, and C∗

aq : pCaq00 →q pC ∈ FC
aq (by

construction: pD ∈ FD
aq iff pC ∈ FC

aq), and thus t[x|a(u)] →∗
R t[x|a(h)].

Derivations (3) and (4): Since with (�) it holds that t[x|a(h)] →∗
B0

t[x|a(q)]

→B0 t[x|q] →∗
Bk+1

q̃ ∈ QB , one less new transition of Bk+1 was used in the
derivation and by induction on the number κ of newly added transitions
used in the derivation there is s ∈ TΣ with t[x|a(h)]

∗
−→
R

s and s
∗
−→
B0

q̃.

For the case that a transition of the form (q, q̂) ∈ ∆
B
k+1 \ ∆

B
k with q ∈

(QB ∩ F`) for ` ∈ J was used, consider a derivation

t
∗
−→
Bk

t[x|q]
ε

−−−→
Bk+1

t[x|q̂]
∗

−−−→
Bk+1

q̃ ∈ QB . (��)
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It will be shown that there is a derivation

t

(1)
∗

−−−→
R

t[x|s1]

(2)

−−−→
R

t[x|s′]

(3)
∗

−−−→
R

s such that s

(4)
∗

−−−→
B0

q̃.

Derivation (1): With (��) it holds that t�x →∗
Bk

q, and thus with the induc-
tion assumption of part (a) there is s1 ∈ TΣ with t�x →∗

R s1 and s1 →∗
B0

q.

Derivation (2): Since the transition (q, q̂) was added to Bk, there is s′ ∈

T(A′
`) with s′ →∗

Bk
q̂ (cf. Line 5). Since q ∈ F` it holds that s1 ∈ T(A`) and

thus s1 →R s′.

Derivations (3) and (4): With (��) it follows that t[x|s′] →∗
Bk

t[x|q̂] →∗
Bk+1

q̃, and thus one less new Bk+1-transition was used in the derivation. By
induction on κ there exists a tree s ∈ TΣ with t[x|s′]

∗
−→
R

s and s
∗
−→
B0

q̃.

Case 2. (??) applied, i.e. Bk+1 derived from Bk because a flat prefix
rewrite rule could be applied. This means that transitions of the form
(pDaq`m, p̂D) ∈ PD

aq × PD
aq with pDaq`m such that p`m ∈ F` for ` ∈ I were

added (cf. Line 13 of Algorithm 3.2, and Figure 3.5(c)) to Bk.

For part (c) of Lemma 3.6, transitions of PD
aq × PD

aq are irrelevant.

For part (b) of Lemma 3.6, consider a run

D
aq
k+1 : pDaq00

q
u−→ pD2

ε
−→ p̂D

qb1
···qbm

−−−−−→ pD

such that Daq
k : pDaq00 →

q
u pD2 and (pD2 , p̂D) ∈ ∆

aq
k+1 \ ∆

aq
k is the first oc-

currence of a newly added transition. To facilitate the notation and to
make the method more comprehensible, the proof is shown for one newly
added transition only, i.e. it is assumed that already D

aq
k : p̂D →

qb1
···qbm

pD . For all other cases the induction on the number κ of newly added
transitions used in the derivation applies and the steps of the proof shown
here can be iterated.

Since (pD2 , p̂D) was added to D
aq
k , there is a u′ ∈ Σ

∗ with q
u′ ∈ L(A′

`) and

D
aq
k : pDaq00 →

q
u′ p̂D (cf. Line 5). With the induction assumption of part

(b), there exists a hedge h′ with u′ →∗
R h′, h′ →∗

B0
q′ ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA)∗, and

C∗
aq : pCaq00 →q′ p̂C .

For the transitions (pDµ , qbµ
, pDµ+1) for 1 ≤ µ ≤ m with pD1 = p̂D , pDm+1 =

pD , the induction assumption of part (c) yields trees sµ with bµ →∗
R sµ,

sµ →∗
B0

qµ ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA), and (pCµ, qµ, pCµ+1) ∈ ∆
C
aq.

Together it follows that ub1 · · · bm →R u′b1 · · · bm →∗
R h′s1 · · · sm =: h,

h →∗
B0

q′q1 · · · qm ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA)∗, and C∗
aq : pCaq00

q′

−→ p̂C
q1···qm
−−−−→ pC .

For part (a) of Lemma 3.6: Since part (b) for Case 2 has already been shown,
the proof proceeds completely analogous to the proof of added transi-
tions over PD

aq × (QΣ ∩ F`) × PD
aq (` ∈ J) in Case 1 with the derivation
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t
∗
−→
Bk

t[x|a(q
u
)] −−−→

Bk+1

t[x|q]
∗

−−−→
Bk+1

q̃ ∈ QB . �

If one instantiates part (a) of Lemma 3.6 with q̃ ∈ FA, i.e. “t →∗
Bk

q̃ ∈ FA ⇒

∃ s ∈ TΣ : t →∗
R s, and s →∗

B0
q̃”, it follows that each tree t with t ∈ T(Bk)

can be rewritten by the regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R to
a tree s with s ∈ T(B0) = T(A) = T. Thus, the following holds:

Lemma 3.7. For each ε-N�TA Bk computed in Algorithm 3.2, the inclusion

T(Bk) ⊆ pre∗R(T)

holds.

Thus, for an equality of the languages T(Bk) and pre∗R(T), the other direction
remains to be shown. For this, two auxiliary lemmata are needed:

Lemma 3.8. If there is a run q1
ε
−→ q2

ε
−→ q3 in Apre∗R

, then there also is a transition

q1
ε
−→ q3 in Apre∗R

.

PROOF. If there is an ε-transition (q1, q2) in Apre∗R
, then it was inserted by

Algorithm 3.2 because there is a tree t ∈ T(A`) of the left hand side of a
subtree rewrite rule r` (` ∈ J) with Apre∗R

: t
∗
−→ q1 ∈ F`, and a tree t′ ∈ T(A′

`)

of the right hand side of rule r` with Apre∗R
: t′

∗
−→ q2

ε
−→ q3. Thus state q3 is

also reachable from a tree of the right hand side of rule r`, Apre∗R
: t′

∗
−→ q3,

and hence the algorithm also added the transition (q1, q3) to Apre∗R
. �

Lemma 3.9. For each tree t ∈ T(Apre∗R
) there is an accepting run of Apre∗R

on t

such that for every subtree t�x of t with ht(t�x) = 1, t(x) = a, and flatfront(t�x) =

w ∈ Σ
+, it holds that q

w
∈ L(C∗

aq) ∪ L(D
aq
k ):

Apre∗R
: t = t[x|a(w)]

∗
−→ t[x|a(q

w
)] −→ t[x|q]

∗
−→ q̃ ∈ FA.

PROOF. Recall that the N�TA A was constructed from A] such that the only
transitions applicable at the leaves of trees of T(A) are transitions of ∆Σ. As

Algorithm 3.2 does not add transitions to ∆
cq′

k of the form ({ε}, c, q′) nor tran-

sitions that lead back to the initial states of the D
cq′

k for any c ∈ Σ and q′ ∈ QB ,
Apre∗R

can start runs on trees with transitions of ∆Σ only.

With t ∈ T(Apre∗R
), there exists a word q = q(1) · · · q(|w|) ∈ (QΣ∪̇QA)+, such

that there is an accepting run

Apre∗R
: t = t[x|a(w)]

∗
−→ t[x|a(q

w
)]

(�)
∗

−−−→ t[x|a(q)] −→ t[x|q]
∗
−→ q̃ ∈ FA,
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i.e. q ∈ L(C∗
aq) ∪ L(D

aq
k ), and the transitions in derivation (�) are ε-transitions

of (QB × QB). Note that with Lemma 3.8, one transition (q
w
(m), q(m)) suf-

fices for each 1 ≤ m ≤ |w|.

It will be shown that there also exists an accepting run of the desired form,
i.e. that q

w
∈ L(C∗

aq) ∪ L(D
aq
k ), and no ε-transition needs to be applied at the

leaves of t�x. Thereby, two cases are distinguished.

Case q ∈ L(C∗
aq). This means that there is a run

C∗
aq : pC0

q(1)
−−→ pC1

q(2)
−−→ · · ·

q(|w|)
−−−→ pC|w| ∈ FC

aq,

with pC0 = pCaq00. For all 1 ≤ m ≤ |w|, it holds that pCm is of the form pCaq0nm

(nm ∈ N), i.e. pCm is located in the Caq copy of C∗
aq, since any run in C∗

aq

over states of the form piλ (located in the Ai copy of C∗
aq) does not lead to

a final state (recall that C∗
aq is not changed by Algorithm 3.2).

For q(m) ∈ QΣ∪̇QA, it holds that q
w
(m)

ε
−→ q(m) ∈ Apre∗R

. Since the ε-
transition (q

w
(m), q(m)) was added by the algorithm, and q

w
(m) ∈ F` ∩

QΣ, the transition pDm−1

q
w
(m)

−−−→ pDm was also added to D
aq
k for pCm−1

q(m)
−−→

pCm. Consequently, it holds that q
w
∈ L(D

aq
k ).

Case q ∈ L(D
aq
k ). This means that there is a run

D
aq
k : pD0

q(1)
−−→ pD1

q(2)
−−→ · · ·

q(|w|)
−−−→ pD|w| ∈ FD

aq,

with pD0 = pDaq00, and for all 1 ≤ m ≤ |w|, it holds that q(m) ∈ QΣ. For
q(m) = q

w
(m) nothing needs to be done.

For q(m) 6= q
w
(m), there is an ε-transition (q

w
(m), q(m)) in Apre∗R

. There

are two possibilities: transition pCm−1

q(m)
−−→ pCm is in ∆

C
aq, or it is not. For

the first case, the transition pDm−1

q
w
(m)

−−−→ pDm was added to D
aq
k .

Otherwise, the transition pDm−1

q(m)
−−→ pDm was added to D

aq
k . According

to Line 8 of Algorithm 3.2, this was only possible for q(m) ∈ F` ∩ QΣ

and pCm−1
q̂
−→ pCm ∈ ∆

C
aq. Then, the ε-transition (q(m), q̂) was also added

to Apre∗R
(cf. Line 11), and with Lemma 3.8 there also is an ε-transition

(q
w
(m), q̂), and thus q

w
(m) ∈ F`. Hence, the transition pDm−1

q
w
(m)

−−−→ pDm

was also added to D
aq
k , and consequently q

w
∈ L(D

aq
k ) holds. �

With these properties, the remaining tree language inclusion can be shown:

Lemma 3.10. For the ε-N�TA Apre∗R
computed in Algorithm 3.2, the inclusion

pre∗R(T) ⊆ T(Apre∗R
)

holds.
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PROOF. First note that T(Apre∗R
) is a superset of T(Bk) for all Bk computed

in the algorithm: T(B0) ⊆ T(B1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ T(Bk) ⊆ T(Apre∗R
). Consider a tree

t ∈ pre∗R(T) and a derivation t →∗
R t′ ∈ T with κ many rewriting steps. The

claim will be shown by induction on κ:

Case κ = 0. t was not rewritten by R. Consequently:

t ∈ T(A) = T(B0) ⊆ T(Apre∗R
).

Case κ → κ + 1. It will be distinguished between a subtree rewriting step
and a flat prefix rewriting step.

Case 1. A subtree rewriting step was applied to obtain a derivation of
length κ + 1:

t = t[x|s`] −→
R

t[x|s′`]
∗
−→
R

t′ ∈ T = T(A)

with s` ∈ T(A`), s′` ∈ T(A′
`), and t[x|s′`] →

∗
R t′ in κ steps, therefore with

the induction assumption t[x|s′`] ∈ T(Apre∗R
) holds. Consider q̂ ∈ QB

with t[x|s′`] →
∗
Apre∗R

t[x|q̂] →∗
Apre∗R

q̃ ∈ FA.

Since s′` ∈ T(A′
`), the transitions (F` × {q̂}) have already been added to

∆
B
k (cf. Line 11 of Algorithm 3.2, otherwise the algorithm would not have

terminated). Since s` ∈ T(A`), there is q ∈ F` with t[x|s`] →
∗
Apre∗R

q. Then

t is accepted by Apre∗R
as follows:

Apre∗R
: t

∗
−→ t[x|q]

ε
−→ t[x|q̂]

∗
−→ q̃ ∈ FA.

Case 2. A flat prefix rewriting step was applied to obtain a derivation
of length κ + 1:

t = t[x|a(uv)] −→
R

t[x|a(u′v)]
∗
−→
R

t′ ∈ T = T(A)

with u, u′, v ∈ Σ
∗, q

u
∈ L(A`), q

u′ ∈ L(A′
`), and t[x|a(u′v)] →∗

R t′ in κ

steps, therefore with the induction assumption t[x|a(u′v)] ∈ T(Apre∗R
).

With Lemma 3.9 it holds that there is an accepting run of ε-N�TA Apre∗R
on t[x|a(u′v)] of the form

Apre∗R
: t[x|a(u′v)]

∗
−→ t[x|a(q

u′qv
)] −→ t[x|q]

∗
−→ q̃ ∈ FA.

Since q
u′ ∈ L(A′

`), there is a run D
aq
k : pDaq00 →

q
u′ p̂D →

q
v pD ∈ FD

aq, and

the algorithm already added the transitions ({pDaq`m | p`m ∈ F`} × { p̂D})

to ∆
B
k (cf. Line 13 of Algorithm 3.2, otherwise the algorithm would not

have terminated). Since q
u
∈ L(A`), there also is a run D

aq
k : pDaq00 →

q
u

pDaq`n with p`n ∈ F`, and thus there is the run D
aq
k : pDaq00 →

q
u pDaq`n →ε

p̂D →
q

v pD ∈ FD
aq, and t is accepted by Apre∗R

as follows:

Apre∗R
: t

∗
−→ t[x|a(q

u
q

v
)] −→ t[x|q]

∗
−→ q̃ ∈ FA. �
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Consequently, with the five lemmata it is shown that for a regular subtree
and flat prefix rewriting system R ∈ R

rsfp over unranked trees and a regular set
T ⊆ TΣ of unranked trees, one can construct an ε-N�TA Apre∗R

with T(Apre∗R
) =

pre∗R(T). With a check whether t ∈ pre∗R(T), it follows that:

Theorem 3.11. For every regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R ∈ R
rsfp

over unranked trees, the reachability problem EF: “Given R, vertex t, and regular set T

of vertices, is there a path from t to a vertex in T?” is decidable.

Since singleton sets are regular, it follows directly that the reachability prob-
lem EF is also decidable for subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems.

As for the case of ground tree rewriting systems, the set post∗R(T) = {t ∈ TΣ |

t′ →∗
R t for t′ ∈ T} of trees which are reachable from the set T, can be obtained

from applying Algorithm 3.2 for the reversed (regular) subtree and flat prefix
rewriting system, i.e. the left and right hand sides of the rules are swapped.



Chapter 4

Undecidability Results

In the previously studied reachability problems over transition graphs of rewrit-
ing systems, all sets of trees that were employed were bound to be regular, i.e.
recognizable by N�TAs, N�TAs, or D�TAs. In this chapter, a variant of the “clas-
sical” constrained reachability problem (EU): “Given a rewriting system R, vertex
t, and sets T1, T2 of trees, is there a path starting in t that only visits vertices of T1

until eventually reaching a vertex of T2?” is studied. Thereby, the set T2 remains
regular, but for the set T1 the tree language recognized by a D�TA is employed.
More precisely, a D�TA is chosen which can scan the label sequence of the succes-
sors of a node before deciding about the states to be assigned to the successors.
This model still is less expressive than the tree automata recognizing regular sets
of unranked trees.

This problem was introduced in Chapter 1 – Preliminaries, and in order to dis-
tinguish it from the classical constrained reachability problem, it is denoted as the
reachability problem over the restricted transition graph GR|T(A) = (T(A),−→

R
).

For ground tree rewriting systems, this problem remains decidable (as opposed
to the undecidability of the classical constrained reachability, cf. [Col02]), but it
will be shown that this decidability result fails for the case of unranked trees
and (regular) subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, as well as partial subtree
rewriting systems.

Theorem 4.1. For a D�TA A and a subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R ∈ R
sfp

the reachability problem in the transition graph GR|T(A) = (T(A),−→
R

) is undecidable.

This will be proven via a reduction to the halting problem for determinis-
tic Turing machines, which is well known to be undecidable. In order to sim-
ulate a deterministic Turing machine M, a subtree and flat prefix rewriting sys-
tem RM ∈ R

sfp will be constructed. Since the reachability problem for (regular)
subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems was shown to be decidable (cf. Theo-
rem 3.11), the rewriting system alone will not suffice. Thus the transition graph

Figure 4.1 Tree encoding for a Turing machine configuration κ.

•

a1 · · · an q

b1

b2 · · · bm

t(κ)

κ = a1 · · · anqb1 · · · bm

59
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Figure 4.2 Correct simulation of the Turing machine transition δ(q, c) = (p, d, L).

a b q

c

a pL
b q

c

a pL
b d∗ a p d∗

b

a p d

b

• • • • •

σ
−→
R

σ
−→
R

σ
−→
R

σ
−→
R

of the subtree and flat prefix rewriting system is restricted to the language of a
D�TA A, i.e. GM|T(A) = (T(A),→RM

), with A detecting and rejecting trees that
can be generated by RM, but do not belong to a simulation of a step of the DTM
M. Then, with the initial tree tin of RM coding the empty tape, and a set TM

h of
trees coding halting configurations, the DTM M stops on the empty tape iff a tree
t ∈ TM

h is reachable from tin.

In order to simulate the deterministic Turing machine M = (Q, Σ, Γ, qin, qh, δ),
the configurations of M have to be encoded in trees. The tree representation for a
configuration κ = a1 · · · anqb1 · · · bm is depicted in Figure 4.1.

It is not possible to simulate a Turing machine transition in just one rewriting
step of a subtree and flat prefix rewriting system RM, as every transition induces
a head movement to the left or to the right, and therefore two subtrees of t(κ) have
to be replaced. A correct simulation of the Turing machine transition δ(q, c) =

(p, d, L) from κ = abqc to κ′ = apbd is depicted in Figure 4.2. The single steps of
the rewriting system are the following:

Since the reading head goes to the left into state p, the auxiliary label pL
b is

written left of the current state, remembering the new state to be taken, the letter
in the working cell, and, for technical reasons, that this is a left-transition. Then,
the old state and old working cell are replaced by the letter that the transition
writes, which is still marked. After these two main steps, the rewriting system
needs to resume a valid TM-configuration without special marks, which is taken
care of in the next two steps. The intermediate steps with markers are necessary
to ensure that the correct fields and only those are replaced.

With these steps, one might get the impression that subtree rewrite rules suf-
fice, but in order to simulate a Turing machine with unbounded tape to the left,
flat prefix rewriting is required to append another blank symbol, which is real-
ized with auxiliary states q+ and q++. Note that according to the definition of
deterministic Turing machines (cf. Chapter 1 – Preliminaries), a one side infinite
tape suffices.

PROOF. Formally, the subtree and flat prefix rewriting system RM ∈ R
sfp with

RM = (Σ
M, Γ

M, RM, tM
in ) for a DTM M = (Q, Σ, Γ, qin, qh, δ) consists of the follow-

ing components.
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� Σ
M := {•} ∪̇ Q ∪̇ Σ ∪̇ { }

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= Γ

∪̇ {pL
b | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ

(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

)
}

∪̇ {pR
b | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ

(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, R)

)
}

∪̇ {b∗ | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ
(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

∨ δ(q, a) = (p, b, R)
)
}

∪̇ {q+
a | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ

(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

)
}

∪̇ {q++
a | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ

(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

)
}

� Γ
M: a transition alphabet is not needed, consequently, set Γ

M := {σ}.

� The rules of RM are the following:

1. For a left transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) with q, p ∈ Q, a, b ∈ Γ:

(1.1) ∀c ∈ Γ: c
σ

↪→ pL
c (1.2)

q
|
a

σ
↪→ b∗

(1.3) ∀c ∈ Γ: pL
c

σ
↪→

p
|
c

(1.4) b∗
σ

↪→ b

2. For a right transition δ(q, d) = (p, e, R) with q, p ∈ Q, d, e ∈ Γ:

(2.1) ∀c ∈ Γ: c
σ

↪→ pR
c (2.2)

q
|
d

σ
↪→ e∗

(2.3) ∀c ∈ Γ: pR
c

σ
↪→

p
|
c

(2.4) e∗
σ

↪→ e

3. In order to handle the left margin, and append a when needed (this is
only the case for a left transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) with q, p ∈ Q, a, b ∈ Γ),
the tree needs to be reduced to height 1 before a flat prefix rewrite rule
can be applied:

(3.1)
q
|
a

σ
↪→ q+

a (3.2) flat prefix rule: q+
a

σ
↪→ q++

a

(3.3) q++
a

σ
↪→

q
|
a

� tin codes the initial configuration κin = qin , so tin = t(κin) =

•
|

qin
|

.

The subtree and flat prefix rewriting system RM produces trees that may not
appear in the simulation of the Turing machine M. Therefore, a D�TA A needs to
ensure the following restrictions:

1. A tree is of height 1 or 2; there may be at most one state q ∈ Q, and if there is,

it occurs in a subtree of the form
q
|
a

with a ∈ Γ.

2. There may be at most one node with label a∗ for a ∈ Γ.
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3. There has to be at least one of the following:
q
|
a

OR qL
a OR qR

a OR q+
a OR q++

a for some q ∈ Q, a ∈ Γ .

4. For p, q, r ∈ Q and a, b, c ∈ Γ,

(a) there may be at most one auxiliary node:
qL

a XOR pR
b XOR r+

c .

(b) there must not be 3 “special” nodes at once:

NOT ( qL/R
a AND

p
|
b

AND c∗ ) .

5. For p, q ∈ Q and a, b, c ∈ Γ,

(a) pL
a may only appear left of

q
|
b

or c∗ with M-transition δ(q, b) = (p, c, L).

(b) pR
a may only appear right of

q
|
b

or c∗ with M-transition δ(q, b) = (p, c, R).

6. For q ∈ Q and a ∈ Γ, q+
a may only occur if there is no b∗ for any b ∈ Γ, and q+

a

can only appear at the leftmost node.

The above mentioned restrictions only require properties of

� the height of the tree and of its subtrees,

� the absence or presence of certain combinations of node labels, and

� the order of the label sequence of the successors of the root.

It is not difficult to construct a D�TA A that is able to scan the label sequence
of the successors before assigning states to the successors, which ensures these
restrictions.

For the correctness of the construction described above, it needs to be shown
that for all configurations κ, κ′ of M there is a path from t(κ) to t(κ′) in GM|T(A)

iff κ `∗ κ′.
For the one direction, a correct derivation from t(κ) to t(κ′) for a left transition

is sketched in Figure 4.2. For a right transition, rules (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4)

are applied for a similar derivation. It is not difficult to see that applying rules
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) appends a blank symbol to the left of the tape before the
Turing machine can go further to the left.

For the other direction, let π be the path from t(κ) to t(κ′) in GM|T(A). The
claim will be shown by induction on the length k of π.
Case k = 0. Then it holds that κ = κ′, and consequently κ `∗ κ′.
Case k → k + 1. Assume that the claim holds for a path of length k, and let
κ = a1 · · · anqb1 · · · bm.
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It will be shown that the sequence of rewrite rules that are used on π for
δ(q, b1) = (p, d, L) has to follow the scheme of Figure 4.2 for n > 0. If n = 0, i.e.
q is the leftmost symbol, it will be shown that a blank symbol has to be inserted
with rules (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) before the rewriting system can proceed as in the
first case. For δ(q, b1) = (p, d, R), the proof proceeds analogously.

First note that since M is deterministic, there is no right rule δ(q, b1) = (r, e, R)

for any r ∈ Q and e ∈ Γ, and thus no rule of type (2.2) for q(b1). For n > 0, i.e.
state q is not at the left margin, applying rule (3.1) violates restriction 6, and the
resulting tree would not be in T(A) and thus not in GM|T(A). Applying rule (1.2)

would result in a tree with no control state and thus violate restriction 3. The
only possibilities left are rules (1.1) and (2.1). Since there is no d∗ in t(κ), the only
action allowed is to apply rule (1.1) at an:

•

a1 · · · an q

b1

b2 · · · bm

t(κ)

σ
−→
R

(1.1)

•

a1 · · · an−1 pL
an

q

b1

b2 · · · bm

s1

In the next step, rules (1.1), (2.1), and (3.1), each of which adds another auxil-
iary state, are prohibited by restriction 4.(a). Adding a second subtree of height 1
by rule (1.3) would violate restriction 1, and thus only rule (1.2) remains, leading
to a tree s2 of height 1 with front(s2) = flatfront(s2) = a1 · · · an−1 pL

an
d∗b2 · · · bm.

After these two main steps, the tree s2 needs to be rewritten to a tree that codes
a valid Turing machine configuration. Again, restriction 4.(a) prevents adding a
second auxiliary state, and rules (1.1), (2.1), and (3.1) cannot be applied. Rules
(1.4) respectively (2.4) would result in pL

an
appearing next to d, which is prohib-

ited by restriction 5.(a). Rule (1.3) remains, which “unfolds” the auxiliary state
pL

an
to p(an). Let this tree be s3.
The only possibility to go on now is to apply rule (1.4) (respectively (2.4)),

since there may not be three special nodes (restriction 4.(b) forbids rules (1.1) and
(2.1)), both rules (1.2) and (2.2) are excluded because of restrictions 2 and 3, and
rule (3.1) cannot be applied because there is d∗ (restriction 6). Altogether, t(κ′′) is
reached:

•

a1 · · · an−1 p d∗

an

b2 · · · bm

s3

σ
−→
R

(1.4)

•

a1 · · · an−1 p d

an

b2 · · · bm

t(κ′′)

where κ′′ is the successor configuration of κ: κ ` κ′′. By induction hypothesis it
holds that κ′′ `∗ κ′ and therefore κ `∗ κ′.

For n = 0 state q is at the left margin: κ = qb1 · · · bm, and rules (1.1) and
(2.1) cannot be applied because of restrictions 5.(a) respectively (b). Rule (1.2)

would eliminate the only control state and therefore violate restriction 3. Thus,
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only rule (3.1) is applicable and results in a tree r1 of height 1 with flatfront(r1) =

q+
b1

b2 · · · bm. With restriction 6 the only rule that can be applied next is flat pre-

fix rewrite rule (3.2), resulting in a tree r2 with flatfront(r2) = q++
b1

b2 · · · bm.
Again due to restrictions 5.(a) and (b), rules (1.1) and (2.1) are blocked, and the
only applicable rule left is (3.3) resulting in t(κ∗) = •( , q(b1), b2, . . . , bm) with
red(κ∗) = κ. Now, the situation is the same as described above for a left rule
δ(q, b1) = (p, d, L) and one can proceed accordingly.

In order to show that the reachability problem for GM|T(A) = (T(A),→R) is
undecidable, an initial tree and a regular target set are required. The initial tree
tin is set to the tree encoding of the initial configuration κin, so tin := t(κin), and
the target set TM

h is fixed to code the halting configurations of M:
TM

h := {t(κ) | κ is a halting configuration of M}

= {t(κ) | κ contains the unique halting state qh},
which is easily identified to be regular.

To specify the reduction that M reaches a halting configuration when started
on the empty tape iff there is a maximal path in GM|T(A) starting in tin that visits
TM

h , consider both possibilities:

� First, assume that M eventually reaches a halting configuration when started
on the empty tape. This means that there has to be a path through GM|T(A)

starting in tin = t(κin) that eventually reaches TM
h .

� Second, assume that M never reaches a halting configuration when started
on the empty tape. Then all infinite paths through GM|T(A) starting in tin =

t(κin) never reach TM
h . Thus, there is no path through GM|T(A) starting in tin

that eventually reaches TM
h .

Therefore it can be concluded that M reaches a halting configuration when started
on the empty tape if and only if every maximal path in GM|T(A) starting in tin

eventually reaches TM
h . Since the halting problem for deterministic Turing ma-

chines is undecidable, the proof is concluded. �

As every subtree and flat prefix rewriting system is a special case of a regular
subtree and flat prefix rewriting system, it follows directly that the reachability
problem in GR|T(A) for a regular subtree and flat prefix rewriting system R and
a D�TA A is also undecidable.

Furthermore, this problem remains undecidable for partial subtree rewriting
systems:

Theorem 4.2. For a D�TA A and a partial subtree rewriting system R ∈ R
ps the

reachability problem in the transition graph GR|T(A) = (T(A),−→
R

) is undecidable.

PROOF. The proof proceeds completely analogous to the proof for subtree and
flat prefix rewriting systems shown above. With the same encoding of configura-
tions, the derivations of left and right rules also proceed completely analogous.
To append a symbol to the left, one rule suffices.
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A partial subtree rewriting system R = (Σ
M, Γ

M, RM, tM
in ) is constructed for a

DTM M = (Q, Σ, Γ, qin, qh, δ), with
Σ

M := {•} ∪̇ Q ∪̇ Σ ∪̇ { }
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= Γ

∪̇ {pL
b | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ

(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

)
}

∪̇ {pR
b | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ

(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, R)

)
}

∪̇ {b∗ | ∃ q, p ∈ Q, ∃ a, b ∈ Γ
(
δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

∨ δ(q, a) = (p, b, R)
)
},

Γ
M, and tM

in as above, and the following set RM of rules over trees of TΣ, ξ :

1. For a left transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) with q, p ∈ Q, a, b ∈ Γ:

(1.1) ∀c ∈ Γ:
c
|
ξ

σ
↪→

pL
c
|
ξ

(1.2)
q
\\

a ξ

σ
↪→

b∗

|
ξ

(1.3) ∀c ∈ Γ:
pL

c
|
ξ

σ
↪→

p
\\

c ξ
(1.4)

b∗

|
ξ

σ
↪→

b
|
ξ

2. For a right transition δ(q, d) = (p, e, R) with q, p ∈ Q, d, e ∈ Γ:

(2.1) ∀c ∈ Γ:
c
|
ξ

σ
↪→

pR
c
|
ξ

(2.2)
q
\\

d ξ

σ
↪→

e∗

|
ξ

(2.3) ∀c ∈ Γ:
pR

c
|
ξ

σ
↪→

p
\\

c ξ
(2.4)

e∗

|
ξ

σ
↪→

e
|
ξ

3. In order to handle the left margin, and append a when needed (this is only
the case for a left transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) with q, p ∈ Q, a, b ∈ Γ):

(3)

•
\\

q ξ
|
a

σ
↪→

•
\| \
q ξ
|
a

The D�TA A is inherited from the construction of the subtree and flat prefix
rewriting system above. As the auxiliary states q+

a and q++
a are not needed,

restriction 6 can be omitted, and restrictions 3 and 4.(a) need to be adapted in

a straightforward way. Note that instead of rule (3), the rule •(q(a), ξ)
σ

↪→ •

(p( ), b, ξ) could be introduced, that realizes the left transition δ(q, a) = (p, b, L)

at the left margin in a single step. In order to reuse the results from the previous
proof, the format is kept.

As one can easily see, the trees over TΣ of the subtree and flat prefix rewriting
system R constructed above are simply extended by variable ξ for rules (1.1)

through (2.4). For these rules, ξ can only be substituted by the empty hedge for
left or right transitions of the Turing machine due to the structure of the encoded
configurations. As for control state q being at the left margin, κ = qb1 . . . bm, again,
rules (1.1) and (2.1) are excluded by restrictions 5.(a) respectively (b), as well as
rule (1.2) being prevented by restriction 3. Consequently, the only rule that can
be applied is rule (3), substituting the rest of the tape inscription (other than the
current working cell inscription b1) as hedge for variable ξ, and appending a
symbol to the left side of the tape. This results in a tree coding the configuration
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κ∗ = qb1 . . . bm with red(κ∗) = κ. Thereupon, one can proceed as usual with the
left transition of the Turing machine. �

It is interesting to note that the decidability of the reachability problem over
GR|T(A) for GTRG GR (cf. [Col02] and Chapter 1 – Preliminaries) fails for par-
tial subtree rewriting systems, even though it was shown that the classes PSRG
of transition graphs of partial subtree rewriting systems and GTRG of transition
graphs of ground tree rewriting systems coincide. This emphasizes that the con-
cept of a D�TA which captures a complete successor sequence of a node in an
unranked tree cannot be transferred to any kind of encoding as ranked trees,
since due to the encoding, hierarchy levels are altered and former siblings of the
unranked tree are encoded on different levels.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In the course of this thesis it was shown that using rewriting systems over un-
ranked trees one can generate a class of infinite graphs that coincides with the
class of transition graphs of ground tree rewriting systems over ranked trees.
The rewriting principle of these partial subtree rewriting systems consists of sub-
stituting unranked trees partially, which corresponds to ground tree rewriting
over an encoding of unranked trees as ranked ones. Due to the class equivalence,
several decidability results for ground tree rewriting systems over ranked trees
can be transferred to partial subtree rewriting systems. On the other hand, it was
shown in Chapter 4 – Undecidability Results that when taking the inner structure
of the trees into account (by restricting the vertex set of the transition graphs to
the language of a deterministic top down tree automaton), an encoding of un-
ranked trees as ranked ones fails to capture the complete structural information.

Furthermore, (regular) subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems over un-
ranked trees were introduced, which add flat prefix rewriting to the known para-
digm of subtree substitution. The regular variant of these rewriting systems al-
lows the employment of regular sets of trees on each side of the rewrite rules,
similar to regular ground tree rewriting systems or prefix recognizable systems
(for pushdown systems). The class of transition graphs of subtree and flat pre-
fix rewriting systems was shown to strictly include the class of transition graphs
of partial subtree rewriting systems, which allows to transfer several undecid-
ability results. Additionally, an algorithm was introduced which constructs an
automaton that recognizes the set of trees from which a given set of trees can be
reached. This algorithm was obtained from a refinement of the well known sat-
uration algorithm, where refining is necessary for capturing the entire set. Thus,
the reachability problem for both classes of transition graphs is decidable. Subse-
quently, it was shown that when restricting transition graphs by a deterministic
top down tree automaton, the reachability problem of both rewriting systems can
be reduced to the halting problem for deterministic Turing machines, and is thus
undecidable.

67
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Further Research

An open problem directly connected to the undecidability of reachability over
the restricted transition graph of any of the introduced rewriting systems is to
employ the weaker model of deterministic top down tree automata that was in-
troduced in Chapter 1 – Preliminaries. This model is not able to scan the successor
sequence before assigning the states to the successors of a node, and thus, cannot
verify the demanded restrictions of Chapter 4 – Undecidability Results.

The class of (regular) subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems deserves fur-
ther studies. Though it was shown that the monadic second order logic is un-
decidable for (regular) subtree and flat prefix rewriting systems, the first order
theory remains to be investigated. Furthermore, the decidability of other reacha-
bility problems, such as the recurrence problem, is unsettled.

Generally, other rewriting principles over unranked trees have yet to be inves-
tigated. One aspect could be to use other word rewriting techniques than prefix
rewriting in combination with subtree substitution. Another interesting point of
application is to investigate (semi) monadic rewriting techniques over unranked
trees, which were introduced for ranked trees in [GV98].
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